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Abstract
This thesis describes JIG (Jazz Improvisation Generator), an algorithm for jazz improvisation. The kind of improvisation that is attempted, is 'formulaic' improvisation, which involves
the use of pre-existing motifs within the improvisation. The design of JIG was based on a
cognitive model for jazz improvisation by Pressing. This model can be classified as a temporal approach to improvisation. The model was adjusted (simplified in some respects and elaborated in others) to make it feasible for implementation. JIG was implemented in NOOS, an
object-centered language for knowledge representation and problem solving. The improvisation capabilities of JIG have been incorporated in SaxEx, a case based reasoning system for
generating expressive performances of jazz-ballads. Both NOOS and SaxEx were developed
at the Artificial Intelligence Institute lilA, in Barcelona.
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Introduction

In this Master Thesis, I will describe JIG (Jazz Improvisation Generator), an algorithm for musical improvisation on Jazz ballads, which I have implemented as part of the SaxEx application.
The algorithm takes as input a melody and its underlying chord sequence. Given some musical
background knowledge, it then generates a new melody, that can be played on the input chord sequence, as an improvisation.
Before I elaborate on the improvisation algorithm, I will address some relevant issues.
Firstly, there is the question what kind of improvisation will be attempted, because the nature of
musical improvisation varies greatly between different styles of music. Secondly, there are to be
distinguished several computational approaches towards improvisation, each with their benefits
and drawbacks. After surveying each of the approaches, I will choose the most suitable approach
for my implementation. Because the computational approaches provide only abstract improvisation strategies, I will pay attention to a cognitive model for improvisation, namely that of Pressing, as described in [15]. This model spells out the cognitive processes that may underlie musical improvisation, and in doing so, it suggests possible ways to fill in the computational approach.
Lastly, I will describe the SaxEx application, and argue that it is a good idea to combine an improvisation algorithm with SaxEx.
Then, in chapter 2, I will describe the design and implementation of JIG. I begin with
proposing some simplifications of the cognitive model. The simplified model will serve as the architecture of the algorithm. Then, I review the different kinds of musical knowledge that will be
needed in the improvisation process. After that, a detailed description of the improvisation process and its sub-processes, as they are realized in JIG, follows.
The last chapter, chapter 3, contains a review and evaluation of typical output of JIG. I
will try to put my finger on the weak points in the improvisations. After that, a general conclusion follows, with suggested improvements and further development of the program.

1.1

Improvisation

Improvisation can generally be described as inventing music while playing it, or, as it is described
in [16, p. 94], 'The creation of a musical work, or the final form of a musical work, as it is being
performed'. This description captures the diversity of forms of improvisation throughout musical
styles and history. Improvisation ranges from 'the creation of the final form of a musical work',
on the one hand, to the 'creation of a musical work' on the other. The former notion of improvisation makes clear the important fact that every performance of a musical piece, however rigidly
it is reproduced from its notation, involves improvisation to some extent. This is because a musical performance on any acoustic instrument (string instruments, wind instruments et cetera),
is under-determined by symbolic musical notation systems. The under-determination generally
concerns minor expressive aspects of a performance, i.e. speed and depth of vibrato, intonation,
weight of metrical accents et cetera. One reason for this under-determination is the continuous
nature of the expressive aspects. Another is that (common) notational systems often do not specify these aspects of the performance in a quantitative way.
Although the expressive aspects of a musical performance certainly demand creativity from
the performer, and thus involve improvisation, it is more common to speak of improvisation as the
creation or alteration of music on the symbolic level, such that the improvisations could in principle be represented in the notational system (which is by definition not the case for improvisation
that springs from the under-determination of the notational system). Even under this restriction,
the diversity of forms of improvisation is very great. In its most modest form, it involves making
small changes to a pre-composed piece, e.g. ornamenting a melody, or playing notes staccato instead of legato. An example of a more rigorous form of improvisation could be paraphrasing (parts
of) an existing musical piece, where for example a melodic phrase serves as a point of departure,
but need not necessarily recur in a recognizable form in the performance. At its extreme, improvisation can be the 'creation of a musical work, as it is being performed', where there is no previous form of the musical work. This kind of improvisation could be called 'on-the-fly composing'.
5
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Should improvisation generally be conceived of as a special form of composition? The answer depends on which aspects of improvisation are stressed. If improvisation is primarily considered as performing music in a creative way, then it is tightly connected to the performance of
music, and thus quite different from the composition of it. There are even musical cultures where
the distinction between performing a pre-composed piece and improvisation (on a given piece)
is not made. One example is the English folksong tradition, where performing a folksong often
means performing it as a 'personal version' of the performer. Another example is the Japanese
shakuhachi music, which is said to contain no improvisation, although performances of the same
shakuhachi song differ in length, form and content. When, on the other hand, the aspect of inventing new musical material is thought a vital aspect of improvisation, then improvisation seems
to be a special case of composition, that is, real-time composition.
Even between musical cultures that share the concept of improvisation, the form of improvisation differs considerably. The differences mainly concern the point of departure of the improvisations. In South Asian music, for example, the point of departure is often a rãga, a collection of hierarchically ordered pitches, from which melodic motifs and ornaments are constructed.
Contrastingly, in the musical tradition of sub-Saharan countries a short phrase is vocally repeated
many times, it being varied slightly each time, while length and rhythm of the phrase are maintained (cf. [16, pp. 95,96]).
1.1.1

Improvisation in jazz music

In this paragraph I will describe some common forms of improvisation in Jazz music. There are
of course a lot of distinct styles of jazz, like bebop, swing, or free jazz. These styles all sound very
different, and so do improvisations within these styles. Partly, these differences stem from the use
of different improvisation techniques, but the difference is mostly due to stylistic differences, like
(a)tonality, different rhythmic patterns et cetera. These stylistic differences don't affect the form
of improvisations. In sum, there are a few improvisation techniques that are more or less universal throughout jazz music, despite musically superficial differences.
As to the question how improvisation manifests itself in Jazz music, it must be remarked that
a prominent place in jazz music is taken by so called 'jazz standards', well known and popular songs
which are used as the basis for improvisation. The songs are often taken from Broadway-musicals,
or written for (and sometimes by) jazz musicians (examples are 'Autumn Leaves' by Kosma, 'The
Girl from Ipanema' by Jobim, or 'Summertime' by Gershwin). They typically consist of a 'theme'
(a melodic line) and an accompanying chord progression. Often, there are also one ore more alternative themes and accompaniments; in these cases the sequence of the themes (the 'scheme') is
specified also (e.g. A A' B A, A B C A or A B A B, where the capital letters denote themes).
Within these schemes, jazz musicians often substitute a repeated theme for improvisation,
while the accompaniment stays the same. In an A A B A scheme, the second A is often substituted by an improvisation. This choice sticks to the convention that when a theme is substituted
by improvisation, the theme itself has been played before. Likewise, there is the convention that
a song is always ended by one of the themes, and not by an improvisation.
Improvisations, in the context of jazz standards, are typically not moments of absolute musical freedom. The most important constraining factor on the improvisation is the accompaniment;
the accompanying chords determine the harmonies and therefore (to a great extent) the notes that
the improviser can play. Furthermore, the accompaniment implies a certain meter, to which the
improvised part of the music adheres. Another, less tangible constraint are stylistic features of the
song. Although it is far from clear what aspects of music exactly establish stylistic identity, it is reasonable to suppose that it is some combination of hierarchic pitch relations (e.g. strictly diatonic,
or chromatic), expressive note features (e.g. vibrato, dynamics), density of notes etc. Improvisations within a song that has certain stylistic features, will adopt these features, so that for instance
a song with a slow and gentle theme, will not have an improvisation that is very fast and aggressive.
Like the forms of improvisation mentioned in the previous paragraph, improvisation on jazz
standards often has a point of departure, a basis for improvisation. Of course, in some sense, the
accompaniment always is a point of departure for the improvisation, because the notes of the im6

provisation are derived from the chords in the accompaniment'. But the primary focus of improvisations is almost always to the theme that is originally played on the accompaniment. An unprovisation is often a melodic and/or rhythmic variation of the original theme. Therefore, it is
appropriate to view the original theme as the basic point of departure for improvisations in the
context of jazz standards.
In what sense is the original theme the 'point of departure' for the improvisation? This
question is hard to answer adequately, because there are no strict rules for improvising on a theme.
Moreover, jazz musicians are often praised for their new and inventive ways to depart from themes
of a song. On the other hand, in addition to these artistic, creative aspects, improvisation certainly has an aspect of 'craft', i.e. there are improvisation techniques and methods that can be
learned, regardless of natural talent or inventiveness. In [6], Dean surveys some common methods to generate variations on themes. The general approach of these methods is to extract musical fragments, or motifs from the theme, and transforming them in various ways. Examples of
these transformations are:

• Increasing/decreasing the durations of the notes in the motif

• Reversing the order of the notes in the motif
• Playing a set of notes with the same interval-relations as those in the motif
• Changing the pitch of one or more notes in the motif
• Changing the duration of one or more notes in the motif
An improvisation based on these methods may start with one or more original motifs, and
then develop these by changing these motifs repeatedly according to the transformations (possibly a 'recursive' application of the transformations).
In addition to this approach, which could be classed as 'motivic improvisation', the New
Grove Dictionary of Music [16, pp. 130,131] distinguishes 'paraphrase improvisation' and 'formulaic improvisation'. A paraphrase improvisation is a paraphrase of the original theme as a whole.
A relatively literal paraphrase can consist of some minor ornaments in addition to the melody.
Contrastingly, a relatively liberal paraphrase only maintains abstract, or structural characteristics of the original theme.
Formulaic improvisation is more like motivic improvisation, in the sense that both have musical fragments as their building stones. Still, the formulaic approach is quite different from the
motivic one; in motivic improvisation, the motifs2 are emphatically present. A motivic improvisation deliberately develops one, or at most a few, motifs. For instance, in a motivic improvisation one motif could be played and subsequently repeated, changing it with each repetition until it is transformed into another particular motif. Within formulaic improvisation on the other
hand, the formulae are not presented explicitly or developed during the improvisation. Instead
they are present in some melodic line in a disguised form, so that they are sometimes hardly noticeable. Correspondingly, the art of formulaic improvisation is to disguise and intertwine these
formulae in original and subtle ways.
In jazz music, musicians or groups of musicians often have a (song-independent) repertory
of 'licks' that can be used as formulae for an improvisation. Such repertories sometimes consist
of hundreds of licks and form the basis for formulaic improvisation, where many of these licks can
pass in a short time. In motivic improvisations, the repertory may provide motifs to improvise
on, but it is also very common to choose motifs from the original themes of the song (like in [6]).
In [16], this practice is subclassed to motivic improvisation, as 'thematic improvisation'.
Let me note that henceforth I will only be considering jazz improvisations on jazz ballads,
leaving all other forms of improvisation aside. Thus, whenever I use the term 'improvisation', or
'jazz improvisation' in the following parts, I will be refering to jazz improvisation on jazz ballads.
[7] is a tutorial that teaches improvisation independent of themes, with focus on chord progressions
2or formulae, the terms motif and formula are virtually synonymous, meaning 'musical fragment'. Other equivalents are figure, idea, lick etc.
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1.2

Jazz improvisation as pursued in this project

In the context for improvisation that was outlined above, there are some desirable basic features
of improvisations:

tonality the improvisation must be tonal to the key of the music, and thus be predominantly
consonant;

continuity the melodic contour of the improvisation must be mostly smooth; large intervals are
sparingly used and registral direction is not too frequently reversed;

structure the improvisation must exhibit some kind of structure, in the form of the occurrence
of similar note-sequences, or recurrence of motifs from the melody.

In section 2.3 I will deal with these requirements. With regard to the last requirement, I will
briefly discuss a piece of literature about jazz improvisation here, in which a particular form of
improvisation is spelled out. This form of improvisation can be considered as a way to meet the
requirement that improvisations should have some kind of structure.
In [18], Sloboda reviews the the book 'Ways of the hand', by David Sudnow ([19]), in which
the latter describes the process of learning to improvise on jazz music in an autobiographic way.
Sudnow seems to be learning a kind of formulaic improvisation: he memorizes formulae that he
learns to play in appropriate places in the improvisation. At first, the problem was Sudnow's inability to freely employ the formulae: he could play them only on one place on the keyboard, and
moreover, he had to finish a formula, once started, before going on to the next. This resulted in
hectic and jumpy improvisations, where the formulae stumbled over each other. As Sudnow continued to practice, he learned to apply the formulae in a more flexible way. This resulted in improvisations where he played formulae on certain points, but without the need to finish them or
play them in fixed ways. The formulae did not follow each other without any musical connection,
but he could play on in between two formulae to bridge the gap between them. This is what Sbboda calls the 'relaxed melodying' from one formula to another.
Viewed in a simplistic way (Sudnow's improvisations are really more subtle and detailed),
this way of improvising consists of playing pre-existing formulae on certain moments, and filling the
spaces in between with melodic lines that bring the improvisation from one formula to the other. It
must be remarked that there can be slightly different conceptions of formulae. In the previous section, formulae were taken to be specific riffs, that could be played on different keys and in different
scales, but they were in essence a sequence of notes. The notion of formula that Sudnow is using,
seems to be more like a 'recipe' for playing notes. The recipes could for example have the general
form: 'play this particular scale in this particular way'. In my opininion, these different notions of
formulae can very well co-exist, even within one improvisation, because these differences are internal to the formula, while the general form of the improvisation remains untouched. This general
form of improvisation, viz. formulaic improvisation, will be the kind that JIG is aimed to produce.

1.3

Jazz improvisation as a computational process

Naively put, improvising is the problem of producing a string of notes that satisfies certain requirements, given an incredibly vast number of possibilities. For illustration: suppose an improvisation consisting of (only!) 10 notes must be generated, without constraint on the the total time
the improvisation takes3. Furthermore, we require that the pitches must be chosen within 2 octaves (24 pitches) and the durations may be either whole, half, quarter, quaver note or a dotted
version of any of these (8 durations). There are (24 . 8)10 = 6.8W 1022 possible note sequences!
Obviously, this number of possibilities is far too big to perform any searching or ordering operation on. Moreover, the vast majority of these sequences will not have any chance of being judged
as a musical sequence, let alone as a good improvisiation, so 'brute force' methods to produce or
search for sequences that have the features of a good improvisation, will not work.
3This is not a very realistic requirement. Often the improvisation is required to span a fixed amount of time,
regardless of the number of notes. But for the sake of clarity, I focus on the number of notes to be played here
8

As I have pointed out in paragraph 1.1.1, jazz improvisation is, to a certain extent, a regulated process, an activity that is subject to constraints and that follows rules. The rules, or regularities, as far as I have described them in paragraph 1.1.1, roughly describe the form of improvisations, but of course they cannot be used as a deterministic system to generate improvisations,
given a theme and its accompaniment. To create the eventual improvisation the musician must
make numerous decisions, viz, where to add an embellishment to a theme, or which formulae to
use and combine on a given moment, or in which ways to develop the motif he chose. These decisions are generally considered to be the point where it comes to creativity, inspiration and, not
the least, skill and experience.
An algorithm for jazz improvisation can use the improvisation methods as a starting point,
but it will eventually have to make the final decisions: using improvisation techniques to guide
the process, it will have to choose the actual forms of the improvisation that the techniques prescribe in abstract forms. The degree of abstraction varies through the improvisation techniques.
In cases where the instructions are concrete, there are only a few possible 'actual forms' that satisfy the prescriptions. For example, in [7J there is an instruction to play 'guide tones', tones that
are played on the transition from one chord to another, in order to accentuate the harmonic function, or the mutual relation of these chords. Guide tones are tones that have a characterizing role
in both chords4, and because there are so few tones with such a role (usually two), the instruction to play a guide tone is relatively concrete. The other side of the coin is that the conditional
part of this instruction (that there is a sequence of two chords that have two identical or adjacent
characterizing tones) does not occur very often, so the instruction is applicable only a small part
of the time. Instructions that can be followed more often, are generally less specific.

It is important to realize that whether the decisions an algorithm made to this end are
good or bad decisions, is essentially a subjective and aesthetical issue. But this does not imply
that nothing useful can be said about it. Doubtlessly, there are commonly shared values for what
counts as a good jazz improvisation, just like there are in other cultural forms of expression, like
literature, dance et cetera5. It will require an extensive study on the subject of jazz improvisation
and music performance in general, to get a grip on the way skilled musicians apply performance
and improvisation methods.
1.3.1

Creativity and computation

A concept that is intimately related with the idea of a 'good' improvisation, is 'creativity'. Often,
a good improvisation is said to be a creative improvisation. Two questions arise: firstly, what is
exactly meant by creativity? Secondly, can computers be expected to produce creative improvisations? The answer on the second question obviously depends on the first, and comes down to
the more basic question whether computers can exhibit creative behaviour at all. Any answer to
this question must rely on a certain account, or definition, of what 'creativity' means. Two complementary aspects of definitions of creativity, concern the history of the creative idea, or product
on the one hand (how did it come about?), and its form on the other hand. Part of the history of
the creative idea is the source of the idea. For example, a common opinion is that the output of
deterministic systems cannot be creative, because the product came about in a purely mechanistic way, by a fixed set of non-ambiguous instructions. For this reason, computers (regarded as deterministic systems) are sometimes denied the capability of being creative.
Another aspect of the history of a creative idea, is whether the idea is really new. An idea,
is generally not called creative if it has existed before; it should be novel. It is reasonable to distinguish different domains in which the idea is to be novel (cf. Boden, [4, pp. 32—37]). In a strict
sense, novel ideas are only novel if they never have (and could not have) existed before. In a looser
sense, an idea is novel if it is new with respect to an individual. That is, the person (or any productive system) never had (and could never have had) the idea before. Thus, it is possible for an
4A tone in a chord is a characterizing tone when that tone distinguishes the chord from other types of chords. The
third of a chord, e.g. the c in an Am, has this characterizing role, because it discriminates major from minor chords.
In the example the c discriminates the Am from an A-chord, which has c-sharp as its third. See also section 2.2.3
5There might even be general and uniform esthetical values, that hold throughout all forms of art
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idea to be novel with respect to an individual, while it has existed before, independent of that
particular individual.
In addition to the history of an idea, a definition of creativity could focus on the idea itself, or its form. An example of this is the requirement that a creative idea should be 'interesting'. It should at least have a positive valuation. This valuation is likely to be based on the form
or structure of the idea, with respect to its context. For example, an idea could be called creative
because it has unexpected similarities to another idea, so that unnoticed analogies between two
conceptual fields are brought to light.
These two aspects of creativity, the historical and formal aspects, both seem very relevant,
but individually insufficient. Hence, in [5, p.75], Boden argues that
to call an idea creative is to say that it is not only new, but interesting.
However, in her work Boden primarily focuses on the question of how novel ideas arise. She notices that the idea of creativity, presupposes a system of generative rules that act as constraints on
what can be produced. Every system of generative rules defines a 'conceptual space', that points
out what can possibly be generated by the system. Creativity then comes in two forms. The first,
less rigorous, form of creativity is the exploration of the existing conceptual space. The result of
such exploration will be new in the sense that it probably has not been produced before, but, because the product was part of the existing conceptual space, it could have been produced before.
An example from the (grammatical) conceptual space of natural language, is the use of more than
two or three adjectives for a noun. Although this is uncommon, the possibility is not excluded by
the grammatical rules.
The second form of creativity that Boden distinguishes, springs from the transformation of
the conceptual space. By changing, or leaving out, certain constraints that the productive system
imposes, new system output is possible. This results in truly new products, in the sense that they
could not have been produced by the system before the transformation was made. An example of
such a transformation of the conceptual space in painting, was the neglect of the constraint that
painted objects should always visually resemble objects in the real world (this was a great step
towards abstract painting).
Boden's account of creativity makes the concept very tangible, and removes any 'magical'
aspect of creativity. On this account, there is no principle reason why computers should not be
able to be creative. Nevertheless, a very different stance can be taken towards the concept of creativity. The diversity of ideas, or products, that we call creative, might well make it impossible to
state any accurate set of necessary and sufficient conditions for the predicate of creativity. Possibly, there is no single property that is shared by all (or is absent in any) things that we call creative. Creativity is then a matter of family resemblances6. That is, there are similarities between
arbitrary pairs of them, but there is no single similarity that is shared by all of them. This is the
rejection of 'essentialism', the idea that there is an essence to concepts like creativity. It denies
that there is something that creativity all comes down to. Assuming this account of creativity, it
follows that improvisations are not called creative by virtue of having a certain set of properties,
but rather having similarities with certain other creative improvisations (circular as this might be).
Does this account of creativity affect our hopes for the possibility of 'computational creativity'? Vewing creativity as a family resemblance, it is very natural to say: "I don't know what
a creative improvisation sounds like, but I recognize one when I hear it". In principle, this pragmatical use of the concept of creativity is as likely to ascribe creativity to computers as to humans, because it involves only judgment of phenomenal characteristics. On the other hand, this
account gives no single clue as to how to achieve a creative result in a computational manner.
The above makes clear that several stances toward creativity are possible. Boden uses a
relatively clear-cut definition of creativity, and her view on the way creative ideas come about is
very open to computational approaches to creativity. Especially her observation that
6The term 'family resemblance' in the context of definitions, is coined by Wittgenstein [Wittgenstein, 1953, § 66,67]. To illustrate its use he mentions the concept of a game: is there some characterizing property common to all games? There may be many similarities between any particular game and certain other games,
but it is hard to come up with properties that are shared by all games.
10

creative constraints ... can leave many options open at certain points in one's
thinking, in which case a mental or environmental tossing of a coin is as good a way
to decide as any. The distinctive style of an individual artist may depend, in part, on
this. [4, p. 225]
give strong hints for computational decision-making. In Boden's approach, a computational model
for improvisation, could consist of a set of constraints that restrict the possible choices in the generation of the improvisation, where randomness is used to make a choice from the possibilities left
open by the constraints. With additional knowledge of the style of a particular artist (this knowledge may however be hard to acquire), it is perhaps possible to substitute randomness by another
selection-procedure, that mimics the style of that artist.

1.3.2

I

I

I

Kinds of approaches

Independent of what techniques are used to determine the contents of the improvisation, there
are fundamentally different ways to computationally construct an improvisation. Although there
may be more conceivable approaches to construct improvisations, I describe two contrastive approaches here, that seem central to me. Both approaches differ in their cognitive plausibility.

I

Top-down approaches In general, top-down approaches consist of starting the improvisation

I

with an abstract and general top-level description of the improvisation, and recursively filling in
details of the description, until the note-level is reached for all branches. It is like building a tree:

I
I

I
I
Figure 1: Example of a tree structure of an improvisation
Such a tree seems to reduce the number of possible ways the improvisation can look like,
just like a particular parsing tree in linguistics only fits a limited number of sentences. However,
in order to establish the parallel between constructing sentences and constructing improvisations,
there must be a grammar for improvisation. To be able to construct a tree from the top down,
one must be able to decide in which ways each kind of node of the tree may split, like in natural
language grammar, there is for example a rule that specifies that a sentence (s) can split into a
noun phrase (np) and a verb phrase (vp). Call this the 'vertical' aspect of grammar.
In addition to the vertical aspect, a grammar has a 'horizontal' aspect, that says what alternative constituents there are for each level. In language grammar, for example, on the phrase
level there can be np's and vp's (while one level down, there can be nouns, verbs, determinants or
new np's or vp's). In music, there is no such horizontal aspect to grammar: on the phrase level
there are phrases, on the motif level there are motifs, on the note level there are notes. It becomes clear that these musical terms are not like linguistic grammatical categories. They just divide musical constituents according to their sizes, not according to their mutual functions.
Although this makes improvisation less suitable for a top-down approach, the problem can
be solved by being content-specific in describing the structure, that is, by making a kind of selfimposed, ad hoc categories of musical constituents. For example, instead of just saying: "the improvisation consists of three phrases", one could say: "The improvisation consists of three phrases,
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where the third is a variation of the first and the second is different from both.". By doing this,
each level constrains how the next (deeper) level of the improvisation can be constituted, in a way
that resembles the restrictions a linguistic category puts on its constituents.
The form these restrictions have, is a matter of implementation. Using simple rules is not a
very suitable option. It would involve a kind of production rules that uniquely specify an action to
be performed at each state in the improvisation process. Thus, every node in the tree structure,
could only have one constituent structure, and therefore only one tree could be built, while the improvisations should be different every time. A similar but more suitable option would be using constraints instead of production rules. Such constraints could be like: "An improvisation may consist
of two to six phrases" and "at least one phrase should be a variation of another phrase". By leaving open a number of possibilities, such constraints enable different improvisations. On the other
hand, there must be a decision which of the possibilities that were left open by the constraints, is
selected. Using random selection is an interesting option, particularly as an experiment about how
far randomness could bring liveliness and originality into the improvisations without destroying its
musical and consistent character. The degree of randomness in the improvisation can be controlled
by the trade-off between constraints and freedom. Furthermore, a reasonable assumption seems to
be that randomness in the structure of an improvisation is less recognizable as randomness than

randomness in note durations and pitches. This implies that, in order to prevent the improvisation from sounding 'randomly', the constraints that restrict the tree form on the lowest level (note
level) must be more restrictive than the constraints for higher levels (phrase and motif levels).
Summarizing the above, it can be stated that top-down approaches naturally tend to promote structure in improvisations, by specifying the structure as a starting point and then choosing the notes. In order to make the 'musical surface' (the eventual sequence of notes) a realization
of the structure, the focus will have to be on similarities and parallels between different groups of
notes. By saying that two groups of notes should be similar, one specifies something about the
form of the improvisation as a whole, but it does not give any clue as to what these two groups
themselves should look like. Thus, there is a bootstrapping problem with the top-down approach.
This problem must be solved by 'initiating' the improvisation, after the structure has been specified: for each of the unrelated structures in an improvisation, an initial note-sequence must be
generated. For example: when the improvisation should have the form A B A' B B' A" A B,
only A and B must be initiated, because A', A" and B' are derived structures.

Temporal approaches Like the top-down approach, the temporal approach indicates a general way to tackle the problem of generating an improvisation. Unlike the top-down approach, the
notes are now generated in chronological order. This creates quite another perspective on the music. In the previous approach, decisions on what note to play on a particular moment were based
on the structure the note is embedded in, whereas now, they are primarily based on the local situation and what has been played before, because the global structure is not yet known.
The ways in which the choice of the next note depends on what has been played before are,
strictly speaking, not a matter of approach, but of fleshing out the approach. Although this could
in principle be done in many ways, a very natural way of decision-making in this case is by using
constraints. Given the situation in which the note to be generated will appear, and given the previous notes, all kinds of constraints can be derived, that limit the choice of the note. This makes
it rather easy to conserve certain desired properties of the improvisation, like a fluent and linear
melody, or a good fit between chords and the pitches from the melody.
A relatively difficult propery to achieve, using a temporal approach, is, figuratively speaking, to make the improvisation more than merely a fluent sequence of notes that fits to the chords.
As stated in section 1.2, the improvisation should contain formulae and have an internal structure,
in the form of recurring patterns. In the ideal case it will be possible to retrospectively construct a
structural tree of the improvisation. To make this possible, the improvisation must be capable of
being sectioned into parts and subparts, like phrases and motifs. Again, this can possibly be done
in many ways. The data-driven character of the approach, suggests a kind of of conditional rules,
that specify possible values for note attributes, when certain conditions are met. When for exam-
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pie a phrase is to be delimited, there could be a rule that forces a note with a long duration or a
delay of the next note, when the condition is met that the previous long note, or rest, was more
than two measures back. In [10, PP. 43—55], Lerdahl and Jackendoff state a number of 'grouping
preference rules', that can be seen as indicators for phrase delimiting7. It must be noted that the
preference rules are construed to analyse music. To use them as a guide for what to play, is quite
an unusual application of the rules, although it might not be impossible.

A different approach: genetic implementations An implementation that cannot clearly be
categorized under either a top-down approach or a temporal approach is the genetic solution to the
improvisation problem. A genetic approach to improvisation uses a process of evolution to generate
improvisations. As in any genetic approach to problem solving, there are three crucial questions:

1. What will be the unit of evolution?
2. How will the initial population be constructed?
3. What will the fitness-function look like?

As the unit of evolution, one could take the whole improvisation. The original theme will
be an intuitively plausible candidate member of the initial population, but it is not directly clear
what the rest of the population should consist of. One possibility could be automatically generated
arpeggiated chords or scales that fit the accompaniment. Breeding with mutation and cross-over
could result in improvisations that contain fragments of the theme, alternated with arpeggios, both
possibly with small variations of single notes. This would be a kind of paraphrase improvisation.
Taking the whole improvisation as the unit of evolution has the theoretical advantage of being able to test the newly produced candidate improvisations on features of the improvisation as
a whole, like 'dynamic development', or phrasing. In practice however, this would require a quite
complex fitness-function. A good fitness-function can be hard to find, because it has to judge improvisations on their 'quality', conforming to the judgment of people.
The approach of using a genetic algorithm with the whole improvisation as the population
unit, has been taken by Papadopoulos and Wiggins, as described in [13]. In their fitness function
they use knowledge from Gestalt-theory (see section 2.2.5), like principles of proximity and similarity, and additionally they use statistical measures for judging the population-units. The fitness
function penalizes for example too large pitch intervals, and non-chord notes on strong beats (see
the discussion in section 2.2.4). As the initial population, random note sequences were used. To
increase the speed of convergence of the evelutional process, genetic operators were chosen make
musically meaningful operations (instead of using plain mutation and cross-over as genetic operators). For example, a mutation might be a transposition of a group of notes, or copying a group of
notes to another position. The results of this approach seem to be satisfying, although it was suggested that results could in some cases be improved by 'cutting & pasting' parts of different outcomes. Unfortunately, Papadopoulos and Wiggins did not report any experiments with using nonrandom initial populations, like incorporating the melody of an existing ballad in the population.
Another possible unit of evolution is the formula. At first sight, this makes the genetic approach suited for motivic and formulaic improvisation, because in those kinds of improvisation,
a number of formulae are intertwined and developed respectively during the improvisation. Depending on the way the evolutional process is manipulated and its results are used, this approach
can yield either motivic or formulaic improvisation. In motivic improvisation one or several motifs are developed. Evolution could mimic this development. By taking samples throughout the
evolution of the motif(s) and forming a chronological sequence of these, a kind of motivic improvisation could be obtained. The fitness-function can select members on the basis of features like
consonance and metric regularity, in order to achieve musically desirable results. But this cannot guarantee the presence of these features to any degree. So for a desireable result, the samples cannot be taken randomly from the evolution process, but must be selected only if they ex7A phrase is a special case of a 'group', which is a theoretical term of Lerdahi and Jackendoff's GTTM. See
paragraph 2.2.6.
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ceed a minimum required level of 'musical acceptance'. This is a necessary extension of the genetic mechanism, that makes the genetic approach less pure.
Again, it is not obvious what the initial population should be, apart from the motifs to be
developed. Like in the former case, the population could be expanded with 'neutral' musical elements, like arpeggiated chords or scales, or standard transformations of the motifs (using transformations like those mentioned in paragraph 1.1.1). Compared to the former case, the fitnessfunction will be of lesser complexity, because only small musical fragments are evaluated at once.
Some possible criteria for survival are melodic continuity, consonance (with respect to the accompaniment), and (dis)similarity to the original motif(s). These are quite low-level criteria (and
therefore easy to check). Note that the third criterion is an important one for motivic improvisation. Contrary to formulaic improvisation, in motivic improvisation there is an accent on the development of an explicit motif. This implies that the fitness-function should prefer those members
of the offspring that resemble the original motif (or variations of it that evolved earlier), firstly to
ensure a continuous development, and secondly to rule out the possibility that the improvisation
will be a development of one of the 'neutral' or 'filler' motifs.
For formulaic improvisation a similar setup can be used. Instead of developing a single motif deliberately, the goal is now to play a melodic line that incorporates formulae in subtle and implicit ways. This goal may be achieved by using a different initial population and, moreover, by
using a different fitness-function. Because in formulaic improvisation, a large number of licks can
be wielded, the initial population could be formed by a repertory of preconceived 'personal' licks.

Which approach to choose? In the previous paragraphs, three different computational approaches have been discussed. \Vhich one is best? Of course, this depends on the criteria. As for
psychological plausibility, the top-down approach seems to score low; improvisation practice deliberately show that musicians do not construe the structure of their improvisation in advance (possibly with exception of very long group-improvisations). The genetic approach is not very plausible either, unless the evolution process is taken to be on a sub-conscious level. But in that case, it
needs explanation how the improviser has conscious control over his improvisation. The temporal approach comes closest to the general explanation of musicians of how they improvise: playing notes spontaneously; what is being played depends on the local situation.
Nevertheless, both top-down and temporal approach have their merits and drawbacks. In
general, the desired features of tonality and continuity are more naturally and easily realized by
a temporal approach, because these are local features of the improvisation. On the other hand,
structure is harder to achieve with a temporal approach, because it is a global feature of the improvisation and therefore requires an overview of the improvisation as a whole. For this feature,
the top-down approach seems more appropriate. Ultimately, a combination of both approaches
may be a good solution.
However, structure in an improvisation must not necessarily exist in the fact that the imvariations of themes. Like I pointed out in section 1.2,
provisation consists of neatly
another way to improvise could be to play musical formulae on positions where they fit well, and
play some 'melodying' notes with a bridging function in between. This is a structured improvisation as well, in the sense that the improvisation can principally be seen as a composite of different parts. This kind of structure may be easier to realize in a temporal approach. Thus, I chose
to design the eventual improvisation algorithm accordingly.
As mentioned before, the computational approaches are only abstract, they must be specified further to eventually yield an implementable algorithm. In the next section, I describe a cognitive model for improvisation that seems to specify a particular kind of temporal approach. This
model can be used to flesh out the details of the general approach.

1.4

A cognitive model for improvisation

In [15], Pressing describes a cognitive model of improvisation. This model is supposed to depict
the cognitive processes that take place in humans when they improvise. A nice feature of the
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model is that it incorporates not only purely cognitive aspects, but there is also room for other
aspects that probably play some role in improvisation, like movement/motor-skills, or acoustical representations of the improvisation. In the model there is a representation of what is being
played in terms of each of these aspects. Based on these representations, a decision is made about
what is to be played next.
1.4.1

Events and event clusters

In the model, an improvisation is viewed as a sequence of (non-overlapping) sections of musical
events. These sections are called event clusters. This is because they consist of events, being single notes, or other auditive elements of the improvisation, like 'trills' or 'glissandos'. But in Pressings model the 'working units' are the aggregates of these events: the event clusters. This is due
to the assumption that improvisations are built up from (movement) patterns that are triggered
at certain moments during the improvisation. The event clusters are meant to catch these patterns, so that the beginning of an event cluster co-incides with the time points at which the patterns are triggered, the decision-making moments in the improvisation. A cluster ends at the point
the next cluster begins. In figure 2, where the overall process of improvisation is shown, the event
clusters are represented by the sequence of boxes labeled E1 through E.

1.4.2

Several aspects of improvisation

The event clusters represent a sequence of musical events. A crucial point in the model is that
these events are represented in various, partially redundant ways. Apart from the obvious way of
representing a note by its musical features (like pitch and duration), the movement representation
of the note describes what motor-actions must be performed to produce this note. Likewise, the
acoustic aspect of the note captures its perceived acoustic qualities. These are the aspects Pressing explicitly mentions, but he doesn't exclude the possibility of there being other relevant aspects
to the event clusters. In figure 2, the different aspects of the event clusters are shown (only for E2
and E1÷j), by the boxes labeled 'Acoustic', 'Musical', 'Movement' and 'Others' respectively (the
dashed lines denote a part/whole relation).
Each of the aspects is present in two different forms: the intended form and the actual form.
The intended form of the aspects represent how the improviser wanted to play something (that is,
what movements he wanted to make, how he would like it to sound et cetera). The actual forms
of the aspects represent how the actions the improviser performed worked out in reality. The gap
between intended and actual forms may diminish with the improving skill and experience of the
improviser, but it cannot be supposed to vanish completely, because the difference between actual
and intended forms of the improvisation could also be caused by factors external to the improviser.
The event cluster that is currently being performed can of course represent only the intended
forms, because there is not yet feedback about how the cluster actually sounds (external factors to
the model, like a string that is out of tune, or a slip of the finger, may influence the actual form of
the event cluster). But, as the improviser hears, feels and sees what he is doing, he receives feedback and learns the actual form of the event cluster aspects. The improvisers representation of past
event clusters is formed by the integration of intended and actual forms of the event cluster aspects.

1.4.3

Generating the next event cluster

Each aspect of the event cluster is partitioned in three types of representation: objects, features
and processes (these are shown in figure 2, as boxes labeled 0, F and P respectively). An object
is a 'unified cognitive or perceptual entity' ([15, p. 154]), e.g. a chord, a finger-motion, a sound.
Features are 'shared properties of the objects' and processes are 'descriptions of changes of objects
or features over time'. An event cluster can now be described as three vectors, an object vector,
a feature vector, and a process vector. The vectors describe the event cluster through time. Each
element of the vector has a strength value associated with it. These strengths determine which elements of the vectors are taken into account to determine the next event cluster. There are two
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ways of continuing the improvisation: associative or disruptive continuation. The former is a continuation in the previous 'direction'. The latter is a continuation in a new direction. Associative
continuation is realized by choosing the values of the new vector components either close to (sunilarity), or far from (contrast) those of the previous vector, and leaving the strengths as they are.
Disruptive continuations are realized by resetting the value for at least one of the strong components or their strengths, that is, the choice for the new value is unrelated to the old one.
The choice for either associative or disruptive continuation at a given decision-making moment, is modeled by a threshold for the amount of repetition in the improvisation: as the improvisation is continued by association, the value of the repetition variable increases. If this variable
reaches a preset maximal level, disruptive continuation is chosen instead of association continuation, and the repetition variable is reset.

H

Figure 2: Diagramatic representation of Pressing's model (taken from Pressing 1984)
Pressing is not very specific on how the actual vectors for the new event clusters are generated. He suggests it to be a constraint-oriented way of decision making, based on several factors. As the above made clear, one of these factors is the current event cluster, while it functions
as a point of departure for the generation of the new vectors (unless the 'disrupt generation' is
triggered). Other factors Pressing mentions, are the goals of the improviser, his memory, sounds
from other players, and a 'referent'. By referent, Pressing denotes '...an underlying formal scheme
or guiding image specific to a given piece, used by the improviser to facilitate the generation and
editing of improvised behaviour...' (Pressing, 1984a). This is a general description of a referent,
that holds for improvisation in several areas, like dance and drama. For music, Pressing takes referents to be mainly musical structures or motives, and mood.
With this model, Pressing has described a framework for improvisation that has cognitive
credibility. However, it must be remarked that Pressing's model focuses primarily on the performance of the improvisation, explaining in detail how the intended actions are executed and how
feedback is processed. The composition of what is played, that is, the part of the process where
the external factors, like sounds from other players, referent, goals and memory come into play,
received relatively little attention. For computational improvisation, this is a very crucial part.

1.5

SaxEx and improvisation

In this section I will briefly describe the SaxEx application and how the improvisation algorithm
relates to it.
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1.5.1

The SaxEx application

SaxEx has been developed at the Artificial Intelligence Research Institute (lilA), in Barcelona,
Spain. It uses case-based reasoning to transform inexpressive musical performances of jazz ballads into expressive ones. The system is described in [1] and [8].
The input to the system is a midi representation of the score of a jazz ballad and an audio
file with an inexpressive interpretation of the ballad, played on a tenor saxophone. The performance is analysed into note-events with attributes, using SMS8. In addition, the pieces are structurally analysed using musical background knowledge. The first musical theory is Narmour's Implication/Realization theory (short: hR theory; see section 2.2.5), the second is Lerdahl & Jackendoff's Generative Theory of Music (short: GTTM; section 2.2.6). Both theories yield analyses
of pieces of musical score that express the (theory related) structure of the music.
So the problem case (the inexpressively played performance, that must be transformed into
an expressive one), is represented in the system in various ways. In the same way, the system has
access to a case base, consisting of solved problem cases (musical pieces for which there is an expressive performance at hand). To solve the problem case, the system scans the musical score of
the problem case and for each note it encounters, it then searches the case base for similar notes
in the solved cases. The results of the search are ordered relative to their appropriateness. Each
of the matching notes either has a certain expressive transformation corresponding to it, or it has
not (in this case the note has been played without added expressiveness). Following a decision
procedure (there are several alternatives, from which the user can choose), the expressive transformation to be applied to the note in question is chosen, based on the transformations applied to
the matching cases that were solved previously.
An important feature of the system is that the user can specify what kind of expressiveness
he or she would like the system to generate. To this end, values can be specified along three dimensions: tender-aggressive, sad-joyful and calm-restless. The specified values for these dimensions are
translated into 'affective labels', so that cases can be retrieved that have the same affective labels.

The specifications of the user are used as a matching criterion for retrieval of the cases.
Such criteria are called 'retrieval perspectives'. Another kind of retrieval perspectives is based on
the musical background knowledge, provided by hR theory, GTTM and general music knowledge.
Examples of these perspectives are metrical strength (the rhythmical importance of the note), or

harmonic stability (the extent to which a note 'asks to be resolved' into another one). The retrieval perspectives can be used in two stages of the retrieval of cases: firstly, when matching cases
are taken from the case base. Here, the retrieval perspectives serve as filters. Secondly, the per-

spectives can be used in the ranking of the cases that were retrieved from the case base. In this
case, they serve as preferences.
Once the expressive transformations for the notes are determined, they can be applied, so
that an expressive version of the performance is created. Several varying versions can be generated
easily, for example by using different decision procedures to derive the expressive transformations
from the cases. In this way, SaxEx can present several expressive versions of the piece to the user.
Of these versions, the user can specify which one he likes best, and he can even tune the expressive
transformations applied to each individual note. When the result is satisfactory, the case is considered solved, and it is stored in the case base, to aid the problem solving process in future problems.

1.5.2

Improvisation: changing the score

The central task of SaxEx is to generate expressive performances out of inexpressive ones. Thus
the changes that are made only affect the performance of the notes that are played, not the notes
themselves. Improvisation, according to the common conception, does involve changing notes. So
8SMS is a set of tools for spectral analysis, transformation, and synthesis of musical sounds. With SMS analysis, one can generate musically meaningful representations of musical sounds, in terms of note-events and their attributes, like vibrato, dynamics, rubato and articulation. The values of these parameters can be changed before
the reconstruction of the sound using SMS synthesis. In this way, high level attributes of sounds can be changed,
while the perceptual identity of the sounds remains the same. See [17] for theoretical backgrounds of SMS.
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instead of changing the performance of the music, like the CBR system in SaxEx does, an improvisation mechanism should transform the score. Such a mechanism could in principle be implemented as a stand-alone application, taking musical scores (probably in the form of midi-ifies)
as input and transforming them into new ones, as improvisations on the music that put in. But
combining an improvisation mechanism with the SaxEx application has several advantages:
Firstly, the output of the improvisation mechanism will be just a piece of musical score. The
easiest way to listen to this result would be to translate it from whatever representation the score
was notated in, to midi notation. This would require specifying values for the expressive parameters of the notes, like vibrato and dynamics. It is possible to view this as part of the improvisation
task, but this would make the problem even more complicated. The expressive transformation capabilities of SaxEx are very useful, because it relieves the improvisation mechanism from the task
of specifying musically interesting values for the expressive parameters. Instead, it suffices just to
specify neutral values as defaults, which can then be transformed into expressive ones by SaxEx.
A second advantage is that by embedding the improvisation mechanism in the SaxEx application, much knowledge that is relevant for the improvisation, is already present in the system.
Especially the I/R analysis and the GTTM analyses (that is, the time span reduction analysis and
the prolongational reduction analysis) of the musical fragments the improvisation mechanism operates on, can be useful. For illustration: both hR and GTTM analyses make it easy to identify
motifs and phrases in the musical fragment. Furthermore, the automatic derivation of these analyses for arbitrary pieces of musical score9, creates the possibility of making 'on the fly' analyses
of the improvisation so far, which could give useful hints on how to continue the improvisation.
A related, but more practical advantage is that the SaxEx system already has an internal
representation for the music, in the form of note and chord objects. Moreover, there are methods for transcribing midi notation to the internal representation and vice versa, and for displaying music graphically. The availability of these possibilities save a lot of work.
In conclusion, combining the improvisation mechanism with SaxEx makes it possible to
'delegate' the generation of expressive attributes of the notes to SaxEx, which reduces the problem
of improvisation to generating more basic note attributes like pitch, duration and the onset-time.
9Unfortunately this feature was not fully operational at the time I was working on the project
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2

Design and implementation of the algorithm

In this chapter I explain how I implemented JIG, the improvisation algorithm, and what design
decisions had to be made prior to (and during) the implementation.
Let me point out in advance that my aim was not to literally implement Pressing's cognitive model for improvisation, but primarily to construct an algorithm that produces musically satisfying improvisations in a psychologically plausible way. I used the outlines of Pressing's model
to shape the algorithm.

2.1

From a cognitive to a computational model

Pressing's model for improvisation is a cognitive one, in the sense that it aims to specify the cognitive processes that realize improvisation in humans. Although not by definition, cognitive models tend to be stated in general and abstract terms about processes, that are too little specific to
straight-forwardly 'synthesize' an algorithm performing the processes described, from the cognitive model.
One solution is to elaborate the model and specify the cognitive processes in so much detail that computational routines could be written that mimic the cognitive processes. This is not
a feasible option, because the task of elaborating the cognitive model will be very difficult and
time-consuming, and besides, it would make the already complicated model even more complicated. Another, more realistic, solution is to simplify the model, by provisionally omitting components, and using the simplified model as a scheme for the implementation. This will still require fleshing out some parts of the model. In the next section I will propose some simplifications
of the model. In the subsequent sections, solutions are proposed to deal with some vagueness and
short-comings of the resulting scheme.

2.1.1

Simplifications of the cognitive model

In this paragraph, I will propose some simplifications of Pressing's model, that will make it more
suitable for a concise implementation.
The first simplification concerns the different aspects of the event clusters. Pressing's model
incorporates musical, movement, acoustical and possibly other aspects. The knowledge that is
present in SaxEx, is purely musical knowledge. Although it may be possible in the future, at this
moment there is no movement and acoustical information available about the music that is being
played. So an obvious simplification is to restrict the aspects to the musical aspect. If these other
aspects become available in the future, they can be added to the existing program, without much
re-arranging.
Another restriction is that the set of possible events is reduced to just notes (and possibly
rests). In Pressings model, events could be other kinds of events like glissando's and similar complex musical entities. Apart from the fact that they are difficult to handle in midi-representation,
the non-simple note events make the event as a kind less homogeneous, and therefore more difficult to handle in a uniform way.
Furthermore, I propose a more rigourous simplification. That is to use events (in this case:
notes and rests) as the working units, instead of event clusters. This simplification is less easy to
undo in the future, because event clusters must be handled in a different way than events are handled. Thus, it will not suffice just to substitute event clusters for events, later on. This simplification raises a new problem: generation per event cluster gave an opportunity to relate the next
event cluster to the previous one and thus to assign a kind of structure to the improvisation, but
when the generation is on note basis, then there is no inherent grouping of the notes, anymore.
So the question is how the improvisation can be structured at its generation. I will address this
question in section 2.3.
As I have pointed out in section 1.5.2, JIG will be embedded in the SaxEx application,
which generates appropriate values for the expressive attributes of notes. With the possibility of a
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serial coupling of JIG and Sa.xEx, this relieves JIG from the requirement to specify good (expressive) values for these note attributes. The note attributes that are left to compute, are pitch and
duration. This is another simplification with regard to Pressings model, where the event clusters
also contain expressive event attributes.
The diagram of Pressing's model in figure 2 has a decision-making box (labeled 'array generator'). In this box, the next event cluster is created, based on several input factors. I have reshaped this component considerably, firstly because the simplification of substituting events for
event clusters, requires the array generator to become a note (and rest) generator. Secondly, because Pressing's model is primarely a model for the performance of improvisations, it does not
fully sketch the compositional aspects of improvisation. Correspondingly, Pressing did not specify in much detail how he conceived of the actual influence of the 'global' input factors, like referent of the piece, memory and goals of the musician. In the following sections, I will elaborate
mainly on this decision mechanism.

2.1.2 A scheme of the algorithm
\Vith the simplifications proposed above, a new model appears that represents the way in which
the algorithm will generate the improvisation. The resulting model is displayed diagrammatically
in figure 3.

Figure 3: Model of the note generation process

The figure is largely self-explanatory. Note that, when compared to the diagram of Pressing's model in figure 2 (page 16), the event clusters have been replaced by simple notes. A note
consists of a pitch and a duration, and for each note these two attributes are taken into-account
by the decision-mechanism to determine the pitch and duration of the next note. Other factors
that play a role in the decision procedure, are the chord sequence of the song, its original melody,
'improvisation information', and musical knowledge. 'Improvisation information' refers to information about the improvisation that is kept during the improvisation process (for example, the
mean melodic interval of the improvisation so far). Examples of musical knowledge are knowledge
about scales, rhythmic patterns et cetera.
The decision mechanism is the most crucial component of the scheme. In sections 2.2 and
2.3, I will elaborate on the decision making procedure, and explain how each factor plays a role
in determining the eventual note-attributes.

2.2

What knowledge is relevant in improvisation?

Producing an improvisation requires a lot of knowledge. At a certain point, it may turn out to be
controversive, or rather arbitrary, what knowledge should be used for a good improvisation, because it depends on what you want the improvisation to sound like. Nevertheless, there is a lot
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that has to be taken into account for any improvisation, just to adhere to general musical conventions. Among this 'basic' knowledge I reckon an analysis of the chord sequences, harmonic functionality, rhythm, metrical importance (and correspondingly metrical position). To make the unprovisation a particular kind of improvisation (as mentioned in section 1.1.1), further knowledge
is needed about motifs (be it a database of motifs, or an analysis of the original melody in terms of
phrases and motifs). This kind of knowledge requires hR and/or GTTM analyses of the melody.
In the next subsections, I will address each of the aspects mentioned above in more detail.
2.2.1

Basic music theory: scales

The analysis of chord sequences is based on the concept of scales. Because this is a central concept in almost every improvisation (and music in general), I will elaborate on it here.
An octave is divided in twelve tones, each distanced a 'half step' (or 'half tone', or 'semitone') from the next (so an interval of two half steps, between two notes, like d and e, makes a
'whole step', or 'whole tone'). Jazz music (and most Western music), basically uses diatonic scales,
subsets of the twelve tones, containing seven tones, spaced either a half or a whole step from another. Each tone in the scale can be raised or lowered by a half step. The first is called an 'augmented' tone, indicated by a sharp-sign (p); the last is called a 'diminished' tone, indicated by a
fiat-sign (110. In table 1, the twelve tones of the octave are displayed, together with some example scales. The table shows which tones each of the scale consists of.
I
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Table 1: Examples of diatonic scales

As can be read from the table, the c-major scale consists of the tones c, d, e, f, g, a and b.
The first part of the name of the scale denotes the first tone of the scale: the c in this case. The
second part of the scale name denotes its type. There are different types of scales. These types
denote the scale's pattern of half steps (denoted by ) and whole steps (denoted by 1). For example the major scale has the pattern:
1

1

1

1

1

I

I
I

To find the tones of, for example, the f-major scale, we can just start from f$ and 'walk

through' the twelve tones, with the step pattern of the major scale. The result is: f, g, a, b,
c, d and f (or better et).
Theoretically, there are as many scales as there are permutations of the whole and half
steps. Some of these permutations are shifted versions of others (the patterns shift in a cyclic
way). For example, the pattern 1, , 1, 1, , 1, 1 (the minor scale), is the pattern 1, 1, , 1, 1, 1,
(the major scale) shifted to the right by three positions. Because of this, some types of scales
are equivalent (that is they contain the same set of tones). For example the the a-minor scale is
equivalent to the c-major scale (Note that in order to shift the pattern to the right, you have to
shift the starting point to the left).
Because of this equivalence, one pattern of half/whole steps can be used to refer to seven
different scales through a given pitch. The most common non-equivalent step patterns are:
major:

1

melodic minor:
harmonic minor:

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I

I
I
I
I

10Note that the augmented tones could as well be denoted as the diminished version of its successor
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With these three patterns, 21 different scales can be played from a given pitch. To refer to
one of these 21 scales, its basic scale-pattern must be indicated, together with the number of steps
that the basic pattern must be shifted to acquire the desired scale. To illustrate this: the pitches
of a a mixolydian scale (consisting of a, b, cj, d, e, f and g) can be found by playing the major
step pattern from pitch a, shifted to the left by one whole step. For this reason, it is not necessary to store every scale explicitly, in order to identify the pitches of that scale.
To refer to a particular tone of a scale, the term 'degree' is used. Regardless of any accidentals (1 or ), the first tone of the scale is called the first degree, the second tone is called the
second degree, and so on. In this way, we can speak of scales and particular scale-tones in the abstract, without reference to the type of scale. The degrees are generally indicated by uppercase
roman numerals (I, II and so on).

2.2.2

Analysis of chord sequences

One of the first constraining factors that come to mind when thinking of improvisation, is the
sequence of chords that serves as the accompaniment for the improvisation. Improvisations are
played and to be listened to against the background of a chord sequence. As Berendt puts it, in
[3, p. 99J: "Die Jazzmusiker haben bei ihren Improvisationen darauf zu achten, dai3 das, was sie
spielen, zu diesen Akkorden pal3t.". To explain what 'fits' to the chords, it is useful to introduce
some music theory and notation.
A chord is often the collection of uneven degrees of a scale. Often, the chord consists of
three tones: the first, the third and the fifth degree, but it is also common to add the seventh degree. Sometimes even the ninth, eleventh or thirteenth degree are added".
Chords have two major attributes; the first is the root pitch, the second is the type of the
chord. Accordingly chords are generally denoted by these two attributes. For example the chord
denoted by Atm has the pitch a as its root pitch and is of type minor; Fm017 has / as its root, and is
of type major 7. In table 2 an overview of the prevalent chord types and their extensions is given.

chord type
minor
major
dominant 7
diminished

added degree
seventh
second
fourth
sixth

notation
in

maj
7

a or

notation
7
9

11 or sus
13

examples: Em7, C5b7, F79
Table 2: Prevalent chord types and their notations in chord names

The type of the chords specify the intervals between the degrees. For example, a minor
chord has an interval of three half steps between the first and the third degree, and (if the seventh is present) an interval of ten half steps between the first and the seventh degree. In a major
chord, the same intervals are four and eleven half steps, respectively.
Just like scale-tones, chords are sometimes referred to by their degree (relative to the key
of the music), rather than their actual root pitch. A 1m027 chord is a Fm037 if the key is / major,
but it is a Ctm027 if the key is c major (note that for example the first degree of a minor scale is
jm7 rather than Imai7; the 1m037 chord is said to be 'not diatonic to the minor key'). By specifying chord sequences relative to their key, a chord sequence can easily be played in any key (if the
chords are diatonic to that key). The most common degrees I, VI and V are called the 'tonic', the
'subdominant' and the 'dominant' respectively.
ninth, eleventh and thirteenth degree respectively correspond to the second, fourth and sixth degree of the
next octave.
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2.2.3 Harmonic functionality
The term 'harmonic functionality' refers to the fact that chords in a context of other chords, have
a kind of indicative function. For example a tonic chord is stable and indicates a continuation of
the same chord. By contrast, dominant chords are unstable and indicate a chord change toward
the (stable) tonic. As a third example, sub-dominant chords indicate a change towards dominant
chords. These implications are referred to as 'harmonic functionality'. Due to its strong implicative power, a very common chord-progression in jazz music is the Il-V-I progression. As its name
suggests, it moves from the second degree, to the fifth, back to the first.
In improvisation, harmonic functionality can be of use to the improviser, because it gives
him a clue as to what the next chord will be. With this clue he can anticipate the chords in the
improvisation, by playing guide tones. Guide tones accentuate the chord movement. They are
typically the 3td or 7" of a chord, because these degrees are 'characterizing' in the sense that they
define whether a chord is major or minor, and whether the chord is major or minor 7". With a
guide tone line one can show how one chord resolves into another by playing approximate (a half
step distance) or identical characterizing notes of each chord. For example, a D7 has a c as its
7th and a G7 has a b as its 3'. A guide tone line would have the c on the D7 and the don the G7.
When heard, this tone sequence strongly invokes the feeling that the first chord resolves into the
second. In the example, another possible guide tone sequence could have the 3'S" (f) on the D7
chord and the 7' (also f) on the G7. In this case the guide tones would be identical. This is possible, but in general the first option (resolving a 7k" into a 3) best outlines the chord progression.
A special variant of the guide tone sequence is the double chromatic approach. In this case,
the two guide tones are not played immediately after another, but the second guide tone is preceded by two chromatic'2 tones, approaching the guide tone from below. In the example above,
the chromatic approach would result in the following sequence: c, a, aj, b, where c and b are
the guide tones, and a and a form the double chromatic approach. Normally, the note sequence
would be timed in such a way that the chromatic tones would be on the first chord and the second guide tone would be on the first beat of the new measure (assuming that the chord change is
on a measure boundary). But it is also possible to delay the double chromatic approach, so that
the chromatic tones are on the first beat, and the second guide tone on the second beat.
Jazz chord sequences, especially due to the frequent Il-V-I progressions they contain, offer a lot of opportunities to play guide tone sequences in the improvisation. Using some of these
opportunities is a good way of functionally relating the improvisation to the harmony. Although
this is not yet implemented actually, I will in section 2.3 propose a global way to incorporate this
improvisation feature.

2.2.4 Pitch tolerance
Another important issue in generating melodies in general, is what I would call 'pitch tolerance'.
I use this term to refer to a subjective quality of pitches, namely their sounding satisfying to a
greater or lesser extent, given the underlying harmony'3. To give a simple example: a c played
on a Cm0,? chord, sounds very satisfying, in the sense of being consonant, and definitive. It does
not create any expectation of a pitch change. Therefore, it could be called a tolerable pitch, in
the present context. Contrastingly, a f played on Cm0,r , is highly unsatisfying, or disturbing.
It sounds dissonant and asks for resolution, that is, a pitch change to a more consonant pitch.
Therefore, you could call this an intolerable pitch, in the present context.
What makes one note more tolerable than the other? From the example, it may seem as if
pitch tolerance is only a matter of how the pitch is related to the chord. To a great extent, this is
true, in the sense that the basic criterion for pitch tolerance is the degree of consonance between
12The tones are called 'chromatic' because they are always the tones that are a half step and a whole step below
the guide tone, regardless of the scale that is being played.
'30f course the subjective nature of the concept of pitch tolerance makes it hard to use in an objective manner.
Although I won't argue it here, I have the conjecture that pitch tolerance is a very persistent, inter-subjective concept (motivation for the persistence of the concept may also be found in Gestalt-theory; see section 2.2.5). I will
use it as such in this thesis.
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the pitch and the underlying harmony. In fact, it is not very difficult to establish even a ranking of
pitches, given a chord, according to their tolerability. The most tolerable chord pitch seems to be
the root of the chord, followed by the 5th of the chord, followed by the 3' followed by the 7tl• Note
that this sequence corresponds to the sequence of chord pitches being ranked (in decreasing order)
according to their distance (in semitones) from the root of the chord (the first chord pitch is an exception, because of its identity to the root). The fifth is usually spaced 5 or 6 semitones from the
root, the third 3 or 4 semitones, and the seventh 1 or 2. Pitches that are not part of the chord usually are even less tolerable than any of the chord pitches, when they are played plainly on the chord.
Note that I am using the term 'pitch' as 'pitch-class' implicitly. Strictly speaking, a pitch
refers to just a single tone in a particular octave. Therefore, if a pitch is denoted in the common
musical notation (by one of the alfabetical characters 'a' through 'g'), it should be accomponied
by a numeral, denoting the octave of the pitch. But often, we don't want to speak about a tone in
a particular octave, but rather the tone in general, independent of the octave. Then we want to
speak of pitch-classes. A pitch-class contains the instances of a tone in every octave. For example,
the c pitch-class contains the c's throughout all octaves. It is convenient to define as a measure of
distance between two pitch-classes, the smallest distance between any member of one pitch-class
to any member of the other pitch-class. For simplicity, I will use the term pitch to refer to both
individual pitches and pitch-classes, except in cases where the distinction is necessary.
Is there any more to pitch tolerance than the intervallic relation of the pitch to the pitches
of the underlying chord? There must be, because real jazz improvisations are often larded with
chromatic pitches, that fit neither to the chord, nor to a consistent diatonic scale. Nevertheless,
these improvisations sound far from outrageous or intolerable. Another clue can be found in the
common 'wisdom' in improvisation, that if you play a 'wrong' note'4, you can disguise the wrong-

ness of the note by playing notes to which the mistaken note 'fits', that is, creating a phrase
around the mistake. This indicates that the level of tolerance of a pitch is not merely a function
of pitch and chord, but that it is also relative to the melodic context of the pitch. Besides that,
metrical position and duration of the note seem to play a role as well.
For each of the additional factors (metrical position, duration and melodic context), basic
principles can be distinguished that specify how that factor influences the pitch tolerance of a note.
Firstly, there is the obvious effect that when a dissonant pitch has a longer duration, the disharmony is more pronounced and present than when the pitch has only a short duration, and so the
pitch is less tolerable. Secondly, the metrical position of the note is relevant, because the note can
be on a beat that has strong accent, or alternatively, on a beat that has a weaker accent. It will be
clear that the dissonant pitch of a note will be more acute when it is played on a strongly emphasized beat. Thirdly, there is the effect of melodic context. This effect is hard to make very explicit,
but there is certainly a perceivable difference between the tolerability of a dissonant note that is
surrounded by notes with very different pitches on the one hand, and the tolerability of a dissonant
note that is surrounded by notes with adjacent pitches, on the other hand. The pitch tolerance of
the dissonant pitches improves particularly well in cases where the embedding note-sequence resolves into a consonant ending. This implies that especially the forward context is important.
To resume the above, the pitch tolerance of a pitch is determined principally by its degree
of consonance with the chord (especially the chord root). Furthermore, the pitch tolerance of a
dissonant note is influenced (i.e. either aggravated or improved) by three factors:

1. the duration of the note
2. the metrical position of the note
3. the (forward) melodic context of the note
These factors can interact in many ways. For example, the double chromatic approach explained
in the previous section, could be delayed such that the first chromatic tone would be on the first
beat of the measure. Assuming a normal metric, the first chromatic tone, that can be relatively
14Note that the term 'wrong note', corresponds to the notion of 'intolerance'.
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dissonant to the harmony, would be played on the strongest beat of the measure. This would re-

suit in a very low pitch tolerance, according to factor 2. But the chromatic approach tones usually have a short duration (viz, eighth or sixteenth notes), hence factor 1 improves the pitch tolerance of the dissonant tones. Besides that, the dissonant tones in the double chromatic approach,
as a part of a guide tone sequence, are inside a continuous melodic sequence (i.e. the pitches in
the sequence are relatively adjacent) that resolves into a consonant pitch. Therefore, factor 3 further improves the pitch tolerance of the dissonant tones.
This example indicates that dissonant notes can in principle be anywhere in an improvisation without sounding bad, as long as the diminished pitch tolerance due to one of the factors, is
counterbalanced by the other factors.

I I

2.2.5 Narmour's analyses of melodic structures: I/R theory
Narmour's implication/realization (short: I/R) model is a theory of how people perceive music
and speech, particularly the melodic aspects of music and speech'5. In the model, it is assumed
that the listener's expectations about the structure of the music, on a given moment, are driven
by top-down as well as bottom-up principles. The top down rules specify schemata for the piece.
Schemata are represented as style structures. These style structures can be extra-opus, meaning
that the musical structures that represent the style are not unique for the piece in question, but
that they are typical for a whole genre of music. Alternatively, style structures can be intra-opus.
This means that the expectations of the structures are based on the piece itself (as far as it has
been heard), and not on the genre that the piece belongs to. Obviously, the listener can have both
intra-opus and extra-opus expectations at the same time.
In addition, the bottom-up rules generate expectations about the next note that is going
to be heard, based on the previous notes. Instead of looking at the notes themselves, the model
primarily focuses on intervals between notes. This yields quite a different perspective, because
looking at intervals instead of notes acts as an abstraction from particular notes. A melody is
not described by pitches and durations, but in terms of intervallic difference and registral direction. These are two fundamental concepts of the theory. Intervallic difference is just the size of
the pitch interval between to notes, classified as either 'small' or 'large'. Registral direction refers
to the direction of the melodic motion: if the second note is higher than the first, the direction is
'up', otherwise it is 'down', or it is 'lateral', in case the pitches are the same. According to the
model, the previously heard intervallic difference(s) and registral direction(s), give rise to expectations about the next intervallic difference and registral direction. The model asserts that a given
melodic fragment generates seperate intervallic and registral implications.
I will concentrate on the bottom-up principles of hR theory, because they have been spelled
out in most detail in the theory. Given any pair of two notes, or better, given any interval, its intervallic difference and registral direction generate an implication about the next interval. In general, small intervals imply a continuation in the same direction with a similar interval, while large
intervals imply a change in direction and a small interval. These implications can either be realized, or denied in a given melodic fragment. The model identifies eight basic patterns of interval
pairs, called structures. An example of such a structure is the 'process' structure (denoted by the
letter P). A P structure is an interval pair that has the same registral directions and similar intervallic differences (e.g. both 'small'). Another example is the 'intervallic process' structure (IP),
which is a continuation with similar interval but in opposite direction. The eight basic structures
are described below. Instances of each of the structures are displayed in figure 4.

P=

process

(similar intervals; same ascending or descending registral direction);

D = duplication [iteration] (same intervals; same lateral registral direction);
ID = intervallic duplication (same intervals; different registral directions);

IP =
15j

intervallic process (similar intervals; different registral directions);

will only pay attention to the model as applied to music, and leave the subject of speech aside.
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VP = registral process (small to large interval; same registral directions);

R=

= intervallic reversal (large to small interval; same registral direction);

JR

I
I

reversal (large to small interval; different registral directions);

VR = registral reversal (large to even larger interval; different registral directions).
A

L.k

P

D

..•

ID

VP

IP

R

IR

YR

Figure 4: Eight of the basic structures of the implication-realization model (taken from Narmour
1991)
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The implications that an interval raises, can be inhibited by rhythmic and harmonic parameters. The melodic implication is inhibited, for example, by 'durational cumulation': a short note
followed by a long note. A harmonic parameter that inhibits the implication is the strong resolution of dissonance (the first tone is dissonant and is resolved by the second, consonant tone). The
inhibition of implications is called '(implicative) closure' in the model. Such closure can also be
accomplished by the top-down, intra-opus and extra-opus style representatives.
A given melody can be 'parsed' from begin to end, while identifying the melodic structures
that the melody consists of. Basically, the structures are linked up. This means that two successive structures share one note (but not an interval). In some cases, though, depending on the context, two structures can overlap by an interval. This occurs for instance, when there is a dissonant
tone on an emphasized beat. The result can be combined, or chained together melodic structures.
Of what use is such a theoretic analysis of a melody? Narmour argues that the patterns and
implications he identified, are based on formative principles of Gestalt-theory. Gestalt-theory is a
branch of psychology that originated in the beginning of the twentieth century, and was occupied
with the question of how people organize their basic perceptions into wholes. Gestalt-theorists
offered bottom-up principles that described what caused people to group perceptual entities together. Among these principles were, for example similarity of perceptual entities, or objects; objects moving in the same way; and proximity of objects. These examples remind mostly of the visual mode of perception, but obviously, similar principles could hold in auditive perception. The
identification of patterns of notes, in I/R-theory, is based on such principles. This implies that
the structural division of a melody that I/R-analysis yields, is representative of how people perceive the structure of the melody. This is of course of great value in the generation of music.
Note the strong similarities between the discussion about pitch tolerance in the previous
section, and the notions of expectations, implications and inhibitions, discussed here. Of course,
because both discussions are about human auditory perception and the
this is no
evaluation of percepts. Although the first discussion is primarily in terms of pitches and durations,
whereas the second is primarily in terms of intervals and directions, these concepts are necessarily
connected. However, I believe that the notion of pitch tolerance is more straight-forward to use in
the context of tone generation, because it can be used as a constraining factor in the generative process. The notion of implication, on the other hand, is concerned with people's expectancies of what
is to come, based on what is heard so far. Although this can also be a very useful factor in the generative process, dealing with these expectancies in a useful way (when to realize the implications and
when to deny them?) requires more sophisticated knowledge about the nature of improvisation'6.
'6There are experiments, however, using Narmour's implication principles in a generative manner, that is, as
guides for the generation of melodies. See for example Frank A. Russo's research tool Gestalt Melody (webpage:
http://paviov.psyc.queensu.co/ russof/tools.html)
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The generative theory of tonal music: GTTM

2.2.6

GTTM, just like hR-theory, provides a way of analysing musical score, resulting in a more abstract, theory dependent, but musically meaningful representation of the music. Again, the goal
is to capture the structure of the music, as it perceived by the listener. The structural divisions
of GTTM are also based on a set of principles. But unlike hR-theory the principles used are not
based on a theory of perception, but they are rather a kind of grammatical rules that make explicit
the musical listener's intuitions what the possible structure of a piece of music can be. This conception of the theory reminds strongly of linguistic theory, in particular the theory of generativetransformational grammar, of which Noam Chomsky is the most widely known exponent. Lerdahl
and Jackendoff indeed present their theory as a kind of parallel of linguistic generative grammar,
in the domain of music, where musical sections of a piece correspond to sentences in language.
However, they point out very strongly that there are important dissimilarities between music and
language (see also the paragraph on computational top-down approaches on page 11). Firstly,
one cannot assign meaning to musical elements, in the way words have meanings. Hence, in music there can be no semantic phenomena like synonymy, or entailment. Secondly, there is no preconceived correspondence between musical and linguistical elements, like notes and letters, words
and motifs, or similar correspondences. According to Lerdahi and Jackendoff, any interesting parallel between music and language, must be an unintended result from the musical theory, and not
an aim of theory that was set out from the start.
The parallel between GTTM and generative grammar in linguistics, is due to the fact that
both specify constraints on the form, or structure of 'utterances'. Generative grammar states the
possible ways a natural language sentence can be constructed (the term 'generative' refers to this
feature of the grammar), and likewise, GTTM states the possible ways in which a musical piece
can be constructed. This is done by stating a number of well-formedness rules for the structure
of music. These rules concern two aspects of the music: the grouping together of notes (or rather
events, because e.g. chords are considered as well), and the metrical structure of the music. Given
the well-formedness rules, a (possibly large) number of possible grouping and metrical structures
can be constructed for any piece of music. Figure 5 shows a possible grouping and metrical structure of a musical fragment. The dots indicate the metrical structure. The structure has four layers of dots. On the lowest level every quarter beat has a dot (this is the quarter note level of the
metrical structure). Higher levels have larger (doubled) inter-beat intervals. Many four beat measures in jazz and popular music, will have similar metrical structures. Thus, metrical structure is
to a certain extent independent of the particular notes in the piece. Nevertheless, on higher metrical levels, such as levels where the beats span two measures or more, the metrical structure is
dependent of the music. For instance, in the example, the first measure is an instruductory measure; correspondingly the strong beat on the fourth (two measure) level, is on the first beat of the
second measure, and not on the first beat of the first measure. In this way, the strongest beat coincides with the perceptual beginning of the melody.
The grouping structure is indicated by embedded brackets. Each bracket denotes a group.
On the smallest level, groups group together notes; on higher levels they group together other
groups.

IJJI

metrical structure:
grouping structure:

.

P JJJ

:

:

I

r r
.

I

:

.

Figure 5: Possible grouping and metrical structure of a musical fragment

Well-formedness rules for grouping structure state properties of groups. For example, a
group may contain an arbitrary number of contiguous events; a group may consist of smaller
groups; and groups may only contain other groups as a whole, not merely parts of other groups.
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Well-formedness rules for metrical structure state properties of metrical structure. Examples of such rules are:

The beat 'grid' on the lowest metrical level, must be so fine grained that the attack-point
of every note must co-incide with a beat on that level; if there is a beat on a certain position on a
certain metrical level, there are beats on that position on all lower metrical levels; at every level
strong beats are spaced either two or three beats apart.
It will be clear that, although such rules restrict the possible structuring in specific ways,
the number of possible structures for any piece of music is possibly still very large. These possible structures are then ranked according to their likeliness of being the structure that the listener
constructs of the piece. For ranking, an additional set of rules is used for both grouping and metrical structure. These rules are appropriately named 'preference rules'.
Examples of grouping preference rules are:
• (size) smaller groups are less preferable;
• (proximity) given an event sequence n1, fl2, fl3, fl4, there may be a group-boundary between

n2 and fl3, if the time interval between the attack-points of n2 and n3 is greater than the
attack-point intervals of ni—n2, and n3—n4 respectively;

• (change) given an event sequence n1, n2, n3, n4, there may be a group-boundary between
n2 and n3, if n2—n3 involves a greater intervallic distance than n—n2, and n3—n4 respectively (registral change); or if n2—n3 involves a change in dynamics and n1—n2, and n3—n4
do not (dynamic change); or if n2 and fl3 differ in lengths, whereas the pair n1—n2, nor the
pair n3 ,n4 differ in length.

For metrical structure there are preference rules as well. They rely strongly on the grouping of events. This is reasonable, because it is not unlikely that there is (at least some) correspondence between the grouping of events and the metrical structures within these groupings. Examples of metrical preference rules are:

• (paralellism) if two or more groups or parts of groups are parallel, they preferably receive
parallel metrical structure;

• (strong beat early) weakly prefer the metrical structure where the strong beats occur relatively early in the group;
• (stress) prefer metrical structures where the beats on a given level that co-incide with the
beginning of an event, are strong beats on that level.
Metrical structure, together with grouping structure, provides a hierarchical time-span segmentation. The metrical structure provides time-span information on the sub-group level, the
group structure identifies the time-spans on higher levels (the time-span segmentation usually coincides with the grouping structure). Based on this segmentation, a time-span reduction tree can
be build.
Time-span reduction is, roughly put, a way to increasingly omit details from a piece of music, so that a kind of 'abstract' of the music emerges. It is motivated by the Reduction Hypothesis:

Reduction Hypothesis The listener attempts to organize all the pitch-events of a piece into a
single coherent structure, such that they are heard in a hierarchy of relative importance.
On the highest level of reduction, a piece is represented by a single event, considered to be

the most important event of the piece (qua pitch, not the particular event in itself). The timespan reduction is a bottom-up process, that starts from the smallest level of time-spans and works
up to the top-level time-span. For each time-span, the most important event, or 'head' is chosen.
The decision what event is most important, is again based on a set of preference rules'7. The rules
17There are well-formedness rules for time-spans as well, which I omit here, for briefness
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focus on local and non-local phenomena. The local factors that the rules consider are for example, the metrical position (prefer events on strong beats), the harmonic stability (prefer the more
consonant events), and registral position (prefer the event that has a higher melodic pitch, with a
relatively low bass pitch). Non-local influences that are considered, are for example voice-leading,
harmonic progression, and parallellism (if two or more time-spans can be construed as parallel,
assign parallel heads).
On the lowest level of time-span segmentation, the head of each time-span is determined
and 'passed on' to the time-span level above; here again the heads are selected, and passed on to
above. This hierarchical ordering of events could be depicted as a tree. Figure 6 shows such a tree
for a musical fragment. On each point where the tree branches, the 'bending' branch is an elaboration, or ornamentation of the other, non-bending branch. In other words, only branches from
the heads of groups continue in a straight line through the nodes.

I

I

Figure 6: Example of a time-span reduction

In addition to the time-span reduction, another kind of reduction is essential, according
to Lerdahl and Jackendoff. Time-span reduction fails to capture the tensing/relaxing dynamics
(mainly in terms of harmonic consonance) of the music, also called the prolongational structure.
To give an example of a tensing movement (see figure 7): playing a cma, trichord with a c in the
melody and then a d, is a movement from relative consonance to relative dissonance, and hence it
is a tensing motion. Moving from there to an e, is a movement towards a more consonant pitch,
and hence it is a relaxing motion. On the higher level, the result is moving from a c to an e, which
is a decrease of consonance, and thus the overal movement is tensing.
In this way, a reduction can be constructed for tensing/relaxation dynamics as well as for
the time-spans. The reduction againg consists of selecting a head for each time-span on every level.
The construction of such a prolongational reduction is guided by well-formedness rules and preference rules. The preference rules for the prolongational reduction rely partly on the time-span reduction. For example, one preference rule states that events that are important in the time-span
reduction, are to be preferred in the prolongational reduction.
Resuming the above, a GTTM analysis consists of four parts:

• a hierarchical grouping structure

• a metrical structure
• a time span reduction

I
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Figure 7: An example of hierarchical tensing and relaxing movement
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. a prolongational reduction
Each of these has a set of well-formedness rules, that constrain the possible forms of the
groups/metrical structures/reduction trees/prolongational trees, and additionally a set of preference rules that allow one to rank the possible forms according to their plausibility (where plausible means: corresponding to the internal, possibly unconscious, representation of the music in the
listener).

I
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Like I/R-analysis, the GTTM-analysis of music is an attempt to segment the music into
parts, in the same manner as people perceive the segmentation of the music. That people do perceive a segmentation can hardly be denied, for it is clear that people do not perceive music merely
as a string of unrelated sounds, nor as a block of sounds that has no internal structure.
With respect to improvisation, it is very valuable to have access to the segmentation and
structuring of the music that serves as a point of departure for the improvisation. It enables the
improvisations to fit to the music on a more sophisticated level, for example by adopting the global
structural segmentation of the original theme, and 'filling this in' with new notes, or by anticipating on tensing and relaxing motions in the chord-progression.
A difficulty of computational use of GTTM analysis however, is that the preference rules

yield different rankings for the possible structures or reductions, and these rankings must be

I
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weighed against each other, to achieve a final preferred (or several equally preferred) analysis. Although Lerdahl and Jackendoff specify to some extent which preference rules have priority over
others, this is not at all decisive, and therefore it is very difficult to construct a robust algorithm for
GTTM-analysis of music. In order to use analysis in the improvisation algorithm, these analysis
must be specified in advance, by the user. For this reason, GTTM-analysis is not very easy to use
in practice, at the moment. In the future, however, better GTTM-algorithms may be developed, so
in section 2.3, I will describe the possible use of GTTM analysis in the improvisation mechanism.

2.2.7

Transformations of musical motifs

I

In using existing musical material for the improvisation, the material is often not played literally,

I

perspective of this thesis (like polyfonic improvisation and improvisation involving timbre and dynamic aspects). However, the improvisation-techniques that deal with melodic aspects of the improvisation can be very useful.
To introduce ways of manipulating melodic fragments, or motifs, the melodic material is
represented in terms of their contours. The contour of a melody is its form in terms of durations
and intervals. The meaning of the term contour is most clear when it is displayed graphically. In
figure 8, the contour of a melodic fragment is depicted.

I
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but it is manipulated in several musical ways. In [6], a general (instrument-independent) tutorial on improvisation, Dean describes a number of 'manipulation-tools' that may be useful to musicians. Most of the improvisation techniques focus on aspects of the music that are beyond the
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Contour of the melodic fragment

A melodic fragment

Figure 8: Contour representation of a melodic fragment
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The contour of a motif could be seen as an abstraction from the motif itself, because there
more than one motifs that share the same contour (viz, the transpositions of a motif). Depending on how one describes the contour, varying degrees of abstraction are achieved. For example, one could describe the contour in terms of rising and falling motions, which would yield a
relatively strong abstraction, because there are of course many different motifs that have identical
rising/falling patterns. By defining categories of melodic intervals (e.g. large, medium and small)
are
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contour-representations would be more specific and thus the sets of motifs with identical contours

would shrink.

These different contour-representations can be useful when a variation of a motif is to be
obtained. A variation of a motif could for example be taken to be another motif that has the same
contour. Depending on the degree of abstractness of contours, the variations will bear varying degrees of similarity to the original motif.
Contours could also be transformed to achieve a variation of a motif. For example, they
could be mirrored along a horizontal, or vertical axis. Other transformations are contraction
(shorten durations), and expansion (prolong durations). Examples of each of these transformations are shown for a simple motif, in figure 9.
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Horizontal .mirrorring

original motif
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Vertical mirrorring
along the second note

along pitch a4
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Expansion by factor 2

Contraction by factor 2

Figure 9: Transformations of a melodic fragment

2.3

Using the knowledge: design of the algorithm

Now that some crucial knowledge for generating notes within an improvisation has been reviewed,
I will proceed in this section with putting the different knowledge factors into place, so that the
general lay-out of the decision procedure for note generation becomes clear.
Let me first recall from section 1.2 what the overall form of the improvisation should be.

The kind of improvisation that will be aimed at, is a formulaic improvisation, in a way that is
inspired by Sudnow's reports of his acquisition of improvisational skills. The idea of this kind
of improvisation is that (transformed) formulae are played on certain moments in the improvisations, while the time in between these formulae is filled with a kind of 'melody-making', or 'relaxed melodying' that leads the improvisation from one formula to the other. In figure 10, an example of this structure is shown.
motif A
I

relaxed
melodying

relaxed

motif B
I

I

motif A

melodying
I

I

time

Figure 10: A typical form of formulaic improvisation
This form of improvisation indicates what a solution could look like for the problem of struc-

turing the improvisation. I mentioned this problem in section 2.1.1, where one of the proposed
simplifications of Pressing's model was generating the improvisation note by note, instead of event
cluster by event cluster. In Pressing's model the structure of the improvisation consists of similarity or contrast between event clusters. When using note to note generation, there is no partitioning of the improvisations in clusters, moreover the decision mechanism 'sees' only the note that
was last generated, and therefore, it is not obvious how a similar structure should emerge within
the improvisation.
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The kind of improvisation structure proposed here, differs from Pressing's improvisation
structure, in the sense that in the latter, there is only one process that executes the improvisation,
whereas in the former, the improvisation process is divided into two sub-processes. One of the processes provides the 'melody-making', or 'relaxed melodying', while the other generates formulae.
Although neither sub-process is itself concerned with the overall structure of the improvisation,
structuring emerges in the improvisation, due to the alternation of the two generative processes.
In the next section, I will describe how each process functions, how the different kinds of
knowledge are used in each of the processes and how the processes are assembled into one overall
process.

Alternate improvisation processes

2.3.1

As mentioned before, to produce a formulaic improvisation of the intended form, two different
processes are alternatively active during the improvisation. One of the improvisation processes
provides the relaxed melody-making. I will call this process the default process, because it can
generate notes independent of the presence of an original melody or a body of formulae, or motifs. The other improvisation process generates transformations of existing sequences of notes,
viz, the formulae, or motifs. As remarked in section 1.2, the formulae could also have the form of
'recipes' for playing a sequence of notes, but currently the formulae only take the form of actual
note-sequences. Furthermore, the formulae are currently taken only from the original melody, instead of using a kind of 'personal repertoire of licks'. Both extensions are relatively easy to add
to the existing implementation of JIG.
Both processes, the default process and the motif process, do not act entirely seperately to
generate the notes. The processes are governed by an overall regulating process that forms the
contributions of each process into a coherent whole. Before I elaborate on these processes, I will
first concentrate on the way that the chords of the song are analysed, because the information
from this analysis (in terms of the scales that can be played) is used in the generation processes.

Preliminary chord sequence analysis

2.3.2

Before any notes are generated, the algorithm computes what scales it will play on each chord of
the chord sequence. This is convenient, because it enables one to refer to scale-notes during the
improvisation process, without bothering which scale is being played. For every chord, the scale
to play on that chord has been determined and stored.
How can the scales to play be computed for a given chord sequence? As noted in section
2.2.2, the chord-sequence for jazz ballads usually consists of various chord degrees of a single key;
in other words, they are all diatonic to the same key. The chord sequence cma,7 — F''7 — B7 —
G7 is a very common chord-sequence (called the 'circle of fifths'), that is diaE"'7 — A"7 —
tonic to the key of c major. In this case, the same scale, viz. c major, can be played on all chords.
But not all chord-sequences have a single key that all its chords are diatonic to. For example
the note sequence of the tune 'All of me' (by Simons & Marks), starts with Cm0,7 — E7 — A7 —
for which there is no single key. What scales should be played in such cases? I propose the following principle: for a given song, the same scale should be played as much as possible. Whenever
there is a chord to which the scale that is being played does not fit, play a scale that fits to that
chord, but is maximally similar (i.e. has as many pitches as possible in common) to the scale that
was played previously. In this way the improvisation will sound maximally coherent throughout
the whole chord-sequence. When arbitrary fitting scales would be played on each chord, the improvisation would probably sound very fragmented.
I will now formalize the principle for scale-selection. This requires some notation. Let
C1,' . Ce,. ', CN be the members of ChordSequence, the set that contains all chords of a given
song. Furthermore, let sc(x) be a function that acts on chord x and returns the set of scales that can
,
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be played

on x. Then the set S of all scales that can be played somewhere on the chord-sequence is:
N

The scale that fits to most chords in the sequence, is the element s E 5, that maximizes the following expression:

{ Ch Ch E ChordSequence A 8 E sc(Ch) }
That is, the scale s that maximizes the number of chords that s can be played on. Let us refer to
this scale ass' (if there is more than one such scale, one of them is chosen arbitrarily). Scale s will
be played on any chord Ch for which s' E sc(Ch). For chords that s cannot be played on, another
scale must be selected. The principle prescribed that this scale should be maximally similar to s.
Therefore, let sim(x, y) be a function that acts on scales x and y, and returns the number of pitches
that they have in common. The scale that can can be played on the chord, is a member of the set:
I

I

I

{

s,

s= argmax sim(s,s') }
sES

Again an arbitrary scale can be chosen from the set, if it contains more than one element. The-

oretically, the arbitrary selection has a disadvantage: if in the improvisation process a chord has
been previously encountered that required the selection of a scale other than s (let us call this
scale S2) and again the situation occurs that an alternative for s must be selected, it should be
2 whenever possible. But with arbitrary selection of equally similar alternative scales, the selection of 2 is not garantueed. However, in the actual implementation of the algorithm this problem
is circumvented, because the the scale-similarities are computed only once, prior to the improvisation itself. After s' has been selected, the other scales are ordered according to their similarity
to s. In this list the order of equally similar scales is arbitrary, but because the same ordered list
is being used every time for scale selection, the same scales will be selected whenever possible.
The reader may wonder whether this pre-computation practice is loyal to the human improvisation process. I think it is. In jazz improvisation, improvising musicians usually know in advance the chord sequence. They also know the key-scale of the music; and ideally, they know which
chords require the augmentation or diminishing of scale-pitches (i.e. which chords demand alternative scales). In the current improvisation task, the key-scale of the song is not given explicitly,
so it must be derived from the chords. In the algorithm, this corresponds to the selection of 81.
2.3.3

The default process

The default note generation process must be able to generate notes, that is, durations and pitches,
solely on the basis of the chord-sequence given. In JIG, note durations are created independently
of note pitches (although the durations may be altered later on, depending on the pitch that was
selected). The duration of a note is generated prior to its pitch, mainly because note duration,
and more generally, the rhythm of the melody, is relatively free, whereas the choice of pitches is
more constrained, partly by the durations'8.
Instead of generating particular pitches for the notes, the default process rather determines
the more abstract feature of pitch type; that is, it determines whether the pitch will be a pitch
from the chord, from the scale (and not from the chord), or rather a pitch excluded by the scale.
The reason for this is that, in choosing the eventual pitch, constraints of for example continuity
must be met. These constraints hold for the creation of melody in general, not just for the default process. Therefore, both the default process and the motif process determine the pitch in a
more abstract sense, so that the overall process can use this information and apply the constraining factors to yield the eventual melody.
181n human improvisation there is probably a far more complex interaction between duration and pitch selection. At this moment however, not much is known about this interaction.
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Generating durations Although choice of duration is relatively free compared to choice of
pitch, there are some constraining factors.The first, potentially restricting factor on the duration
of notes are chord changes. A chord change is a potentially restricting factor, because the restriction applies only in cases where the note pitch is critical. For example, a problem with unrestricted durations appears, when the note spans a chord-change (this is called a prolonged note),
while the pitch is not selected to fit both chords. Obviously, one solution could be to leave the duration unchanged in such a case, and select a pitch that fits both chords. But it cannot be known
that there is always a pitch that fits to two arbitrary chords. Thus, this solution is not fail-proof.
A better solution is to adjust the duration of the prolonged note to end at the chord-change, in a
cases where the note has low pitch tolerance on the second chord. But to make this decision the
pitch must be known, so this decision will be made relatively late in the note generation process.
The second restricting factor is meter, or metrical structure; although a melody could in
principle be largely syncopic (that is, having emphasized notes on non-emphasized beats), this
should in practice be exception rather than the rule. If meter would be ignored, there would be
no knowledge about the position of the notes with respect to the measures. Thus, for a given position the metrical strength of the beat on that position would be unknown. In this way there
can be no correspondence between the rhythm of the melody and the meter of the song. To prevent this, the metrical structure of the song must be known. Although GTTM specifies how metrical structure could be derived in principle from a piece of music, there is at this moment not
yet a robust metrical-analysis tool that is based on GTTM analysis. Fortunately, the majority
of jazz ballads has a straight-forward 4/4 meter with the strongest accent on the first beat (the
down-beat) and a slighter accent on the third beat (the up-beat). The second and fourth beats
(the after-beats) have an even weaker accent. Lacking a good method to deduce metrical structure from the music, JIG assumes songs to have this meter.
A third restriction is not necessarily imposed by the song in question, but by musical style,
or genre. This restriction limits the potential sequences of durations, or rhythms, be it in a fuzzy
way. Certain rhythmic patterns are very common, while others are very rare in jazz ballads. It is
desirable that the improvisation algorithm by and large adheres to these conventions, without being totally predictive. A method of generating durations that can meet the above demands very
well, seems to be a probabilistic transition model. Such a model is a set of states, and a transitionrelation that specifies which states can be reached from which states. Each of these transitions has
a certain probability attached to it, which signifies the probability of making that transition from
the departure state. The probabilities of all transitions departing from the same state must add
up to 1. Furthermore, to each state a duration is assigned. On any moment in time, the transition
model has a current state, the state that the model 'is in'. The model can be queried, to return a
duration. When queried, the model makes a transition from its current state to a state that can be
reached in one step, by the probabilities that were specified for each transition. From the new state,
the attached duration is read and returned. Figure 11 shows such an example transition model.

In the model, there are a start and an end state. These states are 'dummy' states, they
do not return a duration. If desired, these states could literally be used as starting and stopping
states. In this case, the sequences can be of finite length (they are not necessarily finite, due to
the presence of reflexive transitions). But if the transition model is to be used as an unfailing
source of durations, it is convenient to identify start and end states and by-pass it, if the model is
queried and reaches the start/end state.
The transitions between states determine which durations can follow each other, and in this
way also determine which rhythmic patterns are possible and which are impossible. An example of a sequence that the model in figure 11 cannot generate is half, half, quaver, quaver, quaver
note19. The figure also shows some probable and less probable example sequences that the model
could return. It is not difficult to adapt the model so that it can also return rhythms that contain rests. In this case, additionally to the durations, the states must be given a parameter that
serves as a flag, and indicates whether the duration is to be the duration of a note or a rest.
From the above, it may have become clear that probabilistic transition models provide a very
'9This just an example transition model. The rhythms are not supposed to be plausible (jazz) rhythms
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Figure 11: Example of a probabilistic transition model

powerful way of controlling the generation of rhythms. In [9], where this method is also reviewed,
Johnson-Laird points out the equivalence of transition-models with different kinds of topologies,
and with different kinds of formal grammars. For example, a regular grammar has the limitation
that each component can branch to only one other component. In transition models, this corre-

sponds to the requirement that each state has only one transition arrow departing from it. Furthermore, in a regular grammar components cannot reduce to themselves. This is equivalent to
the prohibition of reflexive transition arrows. By leaving out such features, the expressive power
of the system can be limited. Using more kinds of transition arrows, like reflexive and transitive
arrows, can be tricky, because the generative power of the model may easily 'explode', that is, it
is possible that the model can at once produce a huge number of (mostly unintended) rhythms.
In JIG, the possibilities of using a transitional model have not been explored very much.
Until more sophisticated transitional models can be constructed, I chose to use a simple, but flexible model that is not very restrictive on the kinds of rhythms that are produced. A simplified
version of the model is displayed in figure 12. The number of states in the actual model is larger,
to allow for example dotted versions of the basic durations, shown in the simplified version. The
general form of the model is a start state that produces no output, with a number of states symmetrically connected to that start state (the probabilities are not symmetrical however). Each of
these states is also directly connected to itself. The transition probabilities have been chosen in
such a way that quarter and quaver durations have priority over half and whole notes. Once a
quarter or quaver duration is played, there is a reasonable chance that that duration is repeated
several times, whereas half and whole note durations have a small chance of occuring multiple
times. This was done to keep up the pace of the improvisations, only occasionally allowing points
of rest (by playing long notes).

Generating pitch types Now that there is a method for generating the duration for a note,
the situation is as follows: given the starting position of the improvisation, together with the previous durations (if any), the position of the next note to be generated is known. The transitionmodel is then queried to return a duration for that note. The next thing is to determine the pitch
type of that note. This requires some consideration, because there are constraints that must be
respected, for example pitch tolerance and the continuity of the melodic line.
It seems reasonable to start with enacting the pitch tolerance constraint. Recall from section 2.2.4 that the relevant factors for pitch tolerance were metrical position, note duration and
melodic context. When the chosen note is to have an acceptible pitch tolerance level, these factors must be taken into account. The three corresponding principles learned that for a note with
a dissonant pitch, the pitch tolerance level is decreased when:
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Figure 12: Simplified version of the transition model used in JIG

• the note falls on a strongly emphasized beat;

• the note has a long duration;
• the note does not have a continous and resolving melodic context.

The third factor focuses mainly on the forward melodic context, which is as yet undetermined. Thus, to let the pitch tolerance level increase by melodic context, it is necessary to create
the context around the note, which is of course possible (and necessary for the playing of guidetone sequences), but it requires some additional 'note-bookkeeping', which is currently not implemented in JIG.
Taking the two other factors in account is easier; both the position and the duration of the
note are known, so to ensure a satisfying pitch tolerance level, the constraint can be added that
non-chord pitches can only be selected if the metrical position is not too strongly emphasized and
the duration is not too long. To accomodate for the fact that these parameters have a gradual
scale, I chose for probabilistic selection of pitch type. That is, the values for metrical importance
(a derivative of metrical position, given metrical structure) and duration of the note, determine
the the probability distribution for selection from three sets of pitches: ChordPitch, ScalePitch
and ChrornaticPitch. ChordPitch contains all pitches of the underlying chord. ScalePitch contains all pitches in the currently played scale minus the pitches in ChordPitch. ChromaticPitch
contains all the pitches that are neither in ChordPitch, nor in ScalePitch.
The probability distributions for given metrical importances and durations are typically parameters that can be altered to affect the nature of the improvisations. However, the probabilities for selecting chromatic pitches, should be very small (if not zero) as long as there is no mechanism that provides an appropriate melodic context for chromaticity. In figure 13, distributions
are given for different metrical importance and duration values. To combine the influence of both
factors, the mean of the probabilities is taken for each pitch type; the results are weighted by their
sum, to make the probabilities add up to one.
In this way, a pitch type is chosen to reduce the number of possible pitches, doing justice

to the fact that not all kinds of pitches may be appropriate in the given situation. Note that
only probabilities are adapted to the situation, not pitches. So, for example, occasionally a scale
pitch (or worse: a chromatic pitch) may appear where one would strongly expect a chord pitch.
On these occasions, where there is 'unexpectedly' a note with a low pitch tolerance level, there
would be an excellent opportunity for the melodic context to 'catch up' the dropped pitch tolerance level. This is currently not operational.
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Figure 13: Probabilistic constraints on pitch type selection

With the determination of the pitch type (chord pitch, scale pitch, or chromatic pitch),
the algorithm can proceed by finding the actual pitch-classes (see page 24) that are of the chosen type. This requires knowledge of the underlying chord. Recall that the scales to play on each
chord were computed in advance, so they are readily accessible. For illustration, the different sets
of pitch-classes are shown for some chords, in table 3.
chord
pitch

scale

pitch

chromatic
pitch

{c,e,g,b}

{d,f,a} (assuming scale c major)

{cj,d,f,a}

Dm

{d, 1 a}

{e, g, b, c} (assuming scale c major)

{cfl, d, fit, a}

Eb

{eb,g,b',db}

{fb,ab,th} (assuming scale a1' harmonic minor)

{f,g,a,c,d}

chor d

cmai?

[

Table 3: Examples of pitch-class selection for some chords

After this is done within the process cycle of a note generation, the default process terminates, returning the duration generated by the transitional model and the pitch type chosen in
the way described above. These values are handed over to the overall-process which finishes the
process cycle by choosing the actual pitch and, if necessary, adjusting the duration. Before I describe, the overall process, I will pay attention to the alternative process for duration and pitch
type generation: the motif process.

2.3.4

I

I
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The motif process

musical material
The motif process is the part of the improvisation mechanism where
forms the basis for note generation. Basically, this can be any musical material (for example note
patterns, items from a musician's repertoire of licks, or parts of the orginal melody of the song).

In JIG, there is currently no repertoire of licks or any 'recipes' or note patterns to play, so the
only source for the motif process, are parts of the original melody.
Before any part of the original melody can be played, it must be extracted from the melody.
This should not be just an arbitrary selection of notes from the melody. When a human improviser
plays
musical fragments, these are generally coherent wholes, like motifs, phrases, or
other structures that can be perceived as a unit.

hR-theory and GTTM-theory are both tools to analyse melodies in terms of (musically
meaningful) structures, be it in different ways. hR-theory tries to identify (often small) groups of
notes and categorize them as a particular kind of construct, so that a sequential structural representation of the melody results from the analysis, in terms of the hR-constructs. GTTM, on the
other hand, primarily tries to construct a hierarchic structural representation (that is, a tree) of

I
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the melody. In GTTM there are not different kinds of theoretical constructs, there are only note-

groups.

Once an hR or GTTM analysis of a melody (in particular the original melody of the song)
constructed, it gives a powerful grip on the melody. By accessing the melody through the analyses, it is easy to extract musically meaningful parts from the melody. To illustrate the possibilities:
you could extract the P-structures (see section 2.2.5) from the melody and play them in the improvisation, or just the single structure that was played on the current position in the original melody.
Using time-span reductions (see 2.2.6), you could extract note-groups on a certain hierarchic level
(the tree-level determines the size of the groups) and play it (possibly in an altered form). The
most important advantage of the access of the melody through these analyses, is that the structures and groups respect the 'empirical', or 'perceived' grouping of notes, so that, provided that
the analysis is correct, there is no chance of extracting incoherent groups of notes. The extracted
note-groups could very well serve as motifs, or formulae, for motivic or formulaic improvisation.
In JIG, I/R-structures from the original melody are used as motifs to be played in the improvisation (although there is no one-to-one correspondence between hR-structures and motifs).
is
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For example, in the case of "Autumn Leaves", the first I/R-structure is the P-structure shown
in figure 14. Unlike a typical P-structure, which consists of three notes (first, middle, last), this
structure has four notes (two middle-notes).
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Figure 14: Beginning of Autumn Leaves: P-structure

In the representation of the structure, several attributes are stored: first of all, there is a
reference to the actual notes that constitute the structure. Secondly, the direction of the sequence
is stored (which is up in the example). Lastly, it is known whether there is durational cumulation
(i.e. durations of later notes are larger than earlier) in the structure, which is the case in the example. The latter attribute indicates 'implicative closure', the inhibition of implications. When
motifs are taken to be sequences of notes that are perceived as rounded off units, then implicative
closure can be used as an indication for the end of a motif. This knowledge can be used when a
motif is to be extracted from the melody: when at the end of a structure no closure occurs, the
listener expects a continuation, and thus successive structures will also be part of the current motif, until a closure does occur.
Principally, it is possible to obtain higher level musical structures, like phrases, from the
melody using hR-structures. This requires recursively applying the structural analysis to the beginnings and endings of the surface structures. This yields a kind of hierarchy that is similar to
GTTM-analyses, but it usually involves many complex and compound I/R-structures. This makes
it rather difficult to straight-forwardly automate the analytic process (as is the case with GTTM).
Alternatively, a time-span reduction (GTTM) could be made for the motif of "Autumn
Leaves". Based on the preference rules for grouping and relative note-importance, mentioned in
section 2.2.6, the time-span reduction for the motif can be construed. The reduction tree is shown
in figure 15. Note that this reduction tree is a sub-tree of the time-span reduction of the whole
melody.

In this case, selecting a motif from the melody involves picking a subtree from the entire
time-span reduction on the motif-level. Here, the root-node of the motif is on the third level
(where level 0 is note-level), but generally, there is not one particular motif-level in the tree. Depending on the size (number of notes) of the motif, the root-node of the motif time-span can be
on different levels. Generally, it should be possible to define a 'motif region' for a time-span reduction tree, by specifying the upper and lower levels that bound the levels that possibly contain
root-nodes of motifs. If a larger structure than a single motif is to be played, one can simply move
upward along the tree. The note directly above the root-node of a particular motif, will yield the
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Figure 15: Beginning of Autumn Leaves: time-span reduction

composite of that motif and an adjacent motif.
When the motif process is active during the note generation, it selects the motif from the
original melody. It checks the current metrical position in the improvisation and selects the motif from the melody that was played on that position. When a motif is selected, either by I/Ranalysis or GTTM-analysis, the note information can be used for the generation of the durations
and pitch types in the improvisation. The motif is not necessarily played literally, with the same
pitches (apart from the musical transformations). Doing this could lead to discontinuities in the
melody, for example, when the improvised melody was in another registral region than the motif.
Furthermore, if the improvisation would use another scale than the original melody was played in,
the literal recurrence of the motif would sound strange and incoherent. For this reason, only the
durations and the pitch types are extracted from the motif. Later on, in the overall process, the
appropriate pitches will be chosen.
In the simplest case, the motif is played without transformation. In this case, firstly the
durations of the notes that form the motif are retrieved. They will be used as durations for the
ensuing notes in the improvisation. Secondly, the pitch types of of each of the notes from the motif are determined. For illustration: in the motif of "Autumn Leaves", the pitch types are chordpitch (e), scale-pitch (fr), chord-pitch (g) and chord-pitch (c) respectively, given the fact that the
underlying chord is Em (consisting of e, g and b) for the first three notes, and A7 (consisting of
a, c, e and g) for the last note.
Note that the inference of pitch type is problematic when it comes to distinguishing scale
notes from chromatic notes. For this distinction a reference scale is pre-supposed. But there can
be no absolute knowledge of the scale that the motif is played in, if chromatic notes are allowed.
It may be possible (if unlikely) that the motif consists partly or entirely of chromatic (non-scale)
notes. Another possibility is that the scale that the notes are being played from, is changed during the motif. By considering these degrees of freedom, one allows a vast number of different pitch
type interpretations of any sequence of notes. In JIG this problem is (provisionally) dealt with by
assuming any pitch that is not a chord-pitch to be a scale-pitch, thereby taking for granted that
chromatic sequences (including double chromatic approaches) cannot properly be translated into
the improvisation context.
Instead of extracting durations and pitch types from the motif as is, the motif can also
be transformed in advance. Possible transformations are described in section 2.2.7. Variations of
these transformations that are used in JIG are vertically mirroring pitches (reversing the order)
while leaving the durations in their original order and playing the pitches of the motif with all
quarter or quaver durations (a form of contraction). The choice for a particular kind of transformation (or no transformation at all), is made probabilistically. The probabilities of each transformation are parameters that can be set, to control the degree to which the improvisation will resemble the original melody.
After this step, durations and pitch types have been determined. As in the default process,
the pitch-classes must now be retrieved for each of the pitch types, taking possible chord shifts
into account. The difference with the default process is that, instead of generating duration and
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pitch-set (really: set of pitch-classes) for a single note, a queue of duration/pitch-set pairs is now
built, to be transformed into actual notes by the overall process.

2.3.5

The overall process

Within the process-cycle of a note-generation, a duration and a pitch-set are delivered, either from
the default process, or from the queue of duration/pitch-set pairs, produced in the motif process.
From the selected set of pitch-classes, one pitch-class will then be selected. The selection will
again be done according to a probability distribution. At this point, another constraint is enacted
upon the selection-process, namely that the melody should generally be continuous, or linear in
form (i.e. that the melodic intervals are not too large). To achieve this, the pitch of the previous
note must be known. The probability distribution is such that probabilities of pitches close to the
pitch of the previous note are highest, and that probabilities drop for pitches that are more distant. When the probabilities are plotted against the pitches (as in figure 16), the probability distribution reminds strongly of one side of a Gaussian bell-curve.
previous pitch: a5 (pitch-class and octave)
registral direction: up
mean interval: 2.75 semitones
pitch type: chord-pitch
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Figure 16: Probability distribution for pitch-selection

The construction of the probability distribution is based on information about the improvisation so far. Firstly, the previous pitch is taken as the center for the (halved) Gaussian curve.
Note that here the step is made from pitch-classes to actual pitches; the octave of the pitch is dependent on that of the previous pitch. Secondly, the registral direction, a variable that indicates in
which direction the melody should continue on a given point, determines whether the right of left
half of the curve is drawn. The left half of the curve favours pitches just below the previous pitch
and is chosen if registral direction is down; the right half favours pitches just above the previous
pitch and is chosen if registral direction is up. Lastly, a weighted mean is computed for the previous intervals of the improvised melody, weighing recent intervals heavier than less recent. This
value is a measure of the degree of continuity of the melody. If this value is low, indicating a relatively continuous melodic line, the steepness of the Gaussian curve is decreased, allowing for bigger intervals. Conversely, if the mean interval value is high, the steepness of the curve increases,
forcing small intervals.
Although the probabilities are initially assigned for every pitch, the selected pitch type constrains the choice of the actual pitch. In figure 16, the pitch type is chord-pitch, while the underlying chord is E7. The set of possible pitches is therefore {e, g, b, d}. For these pitches, the
probabilities are taken and normalized, so that they add up to 1, while their ratios remain the
same. With the resulting probability distribution over the chord-pitches, the final pitch is chosen.
As mentioned above, an additional variable for pitch-selection is the registral direction of
the melody. For each note that will be generated it is determined in advance what the direction
of the interval between this note and the previous will be. The decision is based on the melodic
interval between the two last-generated pitches. Instead of selecting the direction explicitly (i.e.
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either up or down), rather the choice is made between either 'same direction' or 'different direction'. The motivation for this can be found in Narmour's I/R-theory, where the principle
of Registral Direction suggests that large intervals imply a change in registral direction, whereas
small intervals imply a continuation of the same direction. Correspondingly the probabilities of
changing registral direction versus continuation in the same direction, are assigned for each value
of previous melodic interval, as in figure 17.
choosing

probability of changing
registral direction

50-

12

previous interval (semitones)

Figure 17: Probabilities of changing registral direction
The default process and motif process are alternatingly active during the improvisation proTo
ensure appropriate beginnings and endings of the improvisation, the improvisation starts
cess.
and ends with the motif process, playing the first and last motif respectively (either transformed
or non-transformed). In between, the alternation of the processes is probability-driven. Probabilities can be independently specified for two events: the event of switching to the motif process when the default process is currently active, and the event of switching to the default process when the motif process is currently active. Setting the first probability to a high value and
the second to a low value, will result in improvisations that have little 'melodying' and are a kind
of paraphrases of the original melody (more or less liberally played, depending on the probabilitysettings for the motif-transformations). Setting the second probability to a high value, instead,
and the first to a low value, will result in improvisation in which little of the original melody recurs. Instead, they consist of melodying, that is submitted to the constraints of tonality and continuity, but with little overall structure.
For clarity, I present here two diagrams showing the flow of information during each of the
two sub-processes. The arrows denote the influence of one component on the generation of another. Components that have no incoming arrows are either directly accessible (like the transition
model, metrical position, previous pitch and current chord in figure 18), or they are computed using general musical knowledge (mean pitch interval and melodic direction in figure 18).
In figure 19, pitch type, melodic direction and duration are directly derived from the selected motif. From the diagram it becomes clear that the motif only indirectly has influence on
pitch selection. Its influence is mediated by the previous pitch, current chord and mean pitch interval. Hereby, the motif process will respect the current melodic context, instead of abruptly
changing to other registral regions and scales.

2.4

I

Implemenation: the NOOS language

As mentioned before, JIG has been implemented as an 'improvisation module' for the SaxEx application. It was implemented, just like SaxEx, in NOOS, an object-oriented language for knowledge representation and problem solving. NOOS has been developed by Arcos and Plaza at lilA,
an institute for Artificial Intelligence in Barcelona, Spain. The language has been described in [2].
The aim of NOOS is to allow for powerful and flexible ways of knowledge-intensive problem
solving, by separating knowledge about the problem domain and problem solving strategies. In
addition, it is possible to specify meta-level knowledge (knowledge about domain knowledge and
problem solving knowledge). Meta-level knowledge can be used for reflective activities, for example to reason about different problem solving strategies. Meta-level knowledge is not used for the
implementation of JIG.
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Figure 18: Flow diagram of note generation using default sub-process
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Figure 19: Flow diagram of note generation using motif sub-process
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2.4.1

I

The knowledge about the problem domain can be divided into an ontology and the knowledge
about the entities that the ontology specified. A problem solving strategy is represented in the
language as a set of (embedded) methods; the problem solving methods. So a NOOS-prograin
usually consists of three parts:

1

I

General structure of a NOOS program

an ontology, defining what kinds of entities the problem domain consists of;
. domain knowledge, specifying relations between entities;

• problem solving methods, that use domain-knowledge to perform tasks.
In the next subsections, I will discuss each of these components of JIG.

2.4.2

Ontology of JIG

The ontology specifies what sorts of entities there are in the domain. In the problem domain of
improvisation this will involve musical concepts like notes, chords, melodies, harmonies et cetera.
Most of these basic sorts can be adopted from SaxEx's ontology. Sorts in NOOS are specified by
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sort-name, optionally a super-sort, and the attributes of this sort. The definition of the note

sort, for example, takes the form:

(define-sort

(score—element note)
(pitch
symbol)
(position
number)
symbol)
(duration
(metrical—strength label)
(belongs-to
nstructure)
(underlying-harmony chord)
note empty-set))
(next
where score-element indicates that the sort note is of the sort score—element. The at-

tributes are specified by their name first, followed by the sort of the attribute value. For example, the attribute pitch takes values of the sort symbol. Default values can be specified optionally, after the sort of the attribute values. The default value of the next attribute is specified to
be empty-set, accordingly.
Most attributes of the note sort are self-explaining, metrical-strength indicates the degree of emphasis of the beat that the note is played on. belongs-to is the attribute that specifies
to which (Narmour-)structure the note belongs in the I/R-analysis. The attribute next is used to
point to the next note in a sequence. In this way, a melody can be of sort note: by chaining the
notes via their next attributes, the melody is specified by reference to the first note of the chain.
Likewise, the harmony (or chord sequence) can be specified by referring to the first of a chain of
chords. In SaxEx, chords are specified as:

(define-sort
(name
(position
(duration
(next

(score-element chord)
symbol)
number)
symbol)
chord empty—set))

Note that the harmonic attributes of the chord are

only

present through its name, which

take values like Cmaj7, or Em7b5. In SaxEx this is sufficient, because it is only concerned
with expressive aspects of the existing melody. Thus, the use for harmonic information is not very
urgent. However, in JIG, there is need for a more elaborate representation of chords, so a new
chord sort is defined:
would

(define-sort (impro-ontology chord—rich)
symbol)
(root
(first
(third
(fifth
(seventh
(ninth
(eleventh
(thirteenth
(position

number 0)
number)
number)
number)
number)
number)
number)

(duration

symbol)
symbol)
chord-rich empty-set))

(inversion
(next

number)

In this representation, the name attribute of the chord, conveying

its type and root,

is re-

placed by a number of attributes conveying essentially the same information, but in a more easily accessible form. Firstly, the root of the chord is an explicit attribute, that takes pitch-classes
as values, like d, or ds (denoting dx). Secondly, every degree in the chord is a separate attribute.
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These attributes take a number as their value, representing the interval (in semitones) between
the root and the corresponding degree. If a chord does not contain every degree (the vast majority of chords) the non-present degree attributes are left unfilled. Additional information can be
stored in the inversion attribute, which refers to the relative positions of third, third and fifth
degree of the chord. This information could be useful in taking into account voice-leading principles, during the improvisation. As yet, JIG does not support this.
Another essential entity is the scale. As discussed in section 2.2.1, a scale can be uniquely
identified by its relative degree-intervals (or, equivalently, its pattern of half/whole steps) and its
root pitch-class. The scale sort is defined correspondingly:

(define-sort (impro—ontology scale)
(root symbol nil)
(1 number 0)
(2 number)
(3 number)
(4 number)
(5 number)
(6 number)
(7 number))
Analogous to the definition of the chord sort, the degrees of the scale each have their own
attribute, with the interval (in semitones) between the degree and the root of the scale as their
values. Rather than the somewhat idiosyncratic way of specifying degrees in chords, the scale degrees are just referred to by their ordinal number.
The transition model can, just like the basic musical concepts, simply be specified by defining a corresponding sort:

(define-sort (impro-ontology transition-model)

(start-state tm-state))

In the same manner as melody is a reference to the first note of a sequence, and harmony is
a reference to the first chord of a sequence, the transition model is a reference to the first state of a
connected set of states that the model consists of (a transition model state is called tm—state). A

tm-state must have certain attributes. Most important, it must have a duration attribute, that
ties a duration to each state. Durations are symbols: w (whole note), h (half note), q (quarter note)
q. (dotted quarter) and so on. In addition to the duration, it must be known whether the duration
is supposed to be the duration of a note, or a rest. This is conveyed by the type attribute of the
state. For matters of convenience and logistics a third type of state is possible: pass20. This indicates that the state is a dummy state, where no output duration is to be returned. This feature
enables one to reduce the number of transition arrows needed, and also it facilitates rearranging
the connections between states. The third attribute of a tm—state is the set of transitions that depart from that state. Here, the program makes use of an essential feature of the NOOS language,
namely that every variable that can hold values of type X, can also hold sets21 with elements of (exclusively) type X. As such, the transitions attribute can be allowed to have a set of transitions as
its value, by specifying transition as its type. The resulting tm-state specification is as follows:

(define-sort (impro-ontology tm-state)
symbol 'pass)
(type
symbol)
(duration
(transitions transition))
20Note

that the symbol pass

is preceded

by

a ';this is done to

distinguish 'atoms' (symbols that are not inter-

preted by the compiler) from interpretable symbols like function names and variables. Any symbol preceded by
is taken literally and is not interpreted by the compiler.
21A set is a basic (but explicitly defined) kind of entity in the program.
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transitions attribute cannot simply be a set of tm—state entities, in the manner of
the next attributes of note arid chord-rich. The reason is that transition probabilities must be
specified for each transition. Thus, there is need for a sort transition, that has an attribute
weight. Furthermore, there is another attribute, called def—weight (default-weight), which is
The

used in case the transition-model is forced (or urged, alternatively) to play an externally specified
duration. In this case, transition probabilities are temporarily changed to other values, and afterwards restored to their initial values (contained in def -weight). Lastly, there is of course an at-

tribute to—state, that indicates the tm-state that can be reached through this transition. The
transition entity then looks like this:

(define-sort

(impro—ontology transition)

number)
(weight
(def-weight number weight)
tm-state))
(to-state
Above are the basic kinds of entities involved in JIG, whose necessity flows from the discussion in section 2.3. However, some auxiliary entities were found useful, for the flow of infor-

mation through the improvisation process. In section 2.4.4, I will discuss the structure of the improvisation process in more detail; here I will just introduce the entities needed. During the process, state-entities are used that contain all the information that is needed for the note generation. The process states are divided into three kinds:

LI

• r-state that contains rhythmic information
• p-state that contains pitch information

• s-state that contains information about (Narmour) structures
The rhythm-state keeps track of the current state of the transition model, by means of an
attribute tm-state that takes values of the type tm—state. This attribute is a reference to a state
in the transition-model. Furthermore, r-state has an attribute duration, that holds the duration value of the note to be played next. If no duration value is specified during the creation of
an r-state object, it defaults to the duration of the current transition state. Lastly, there is an
attribute position, that keeps track of the position on which the next note is to be played. The
definition of the r—state sort is:

(define-sort (impro—ontology r-state)
(tm—state tm-state)
(duration symbol tm-state.duration)
(position number))
Likewise, the pitch-state conveys information that is related to pitch generation. There is
an attribute pitch to hold the pitch that is to become the pitch of the next note. The attribute
direction holds the registral direction that the melody will take from the pitch that was last
generated. The attribute mean—interval stores a weighted mean of the previous melodic intervals of the improvisation so far. Lastly, ranked-scales is an attribute with an invariant value:

the list of all scales that can be played somewhere during the song (it contains all elements of set
S from section 2.3.2 (page 32), ordered according to their suitability for being played). Thus, the
p-state specification looks like this:

(define-sort (impro-ontology p-state)
symbol nil)
(pitch
(direction

symbol)

(mean-interval

number)
(ranked-scales symbol))
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The third kind of state, the structure-state, is only used for the motif process. It is used
to store information that was derived from a I/R-structure (or Narmour-structure) of the original
melody. The attribute pitches contains the list of pitches of the notes that form the structure;
pitch types holds the corresponding pitch types; durations contains (you guessed it) the durations of the notes from the structure; lastly, direct ions conveys the registral directions computed from the pitches. These attributes thus form a kind of 'queues', containing respectively the
pitches, pitch types, durations, and registral directions of the notes from the I/R- structure. The
specification of s-state is:

(define-sort (impro-ontology s-state)
symbol)
(pitches
(pitch-types symbol)
symbol)
(durations

(directions symbol))
2.4.3

Domain knowledge of JIG

Now that the kinds of entities have been introduced, I will discuss the domain-knowledge of JIG.
It must be remarked that this part captures only the explicit knowledge about domain entities.
Most of the musical knowledge is captured by the problem solving methods; it could be seen as
procedural knowledge. There is no strict division between these kinds of knowledge. To illustrate
this: the chords of the songs were represented in SaxEx as objects of the chord sort, which only
conveys harmonic information through the name attribute of the chord. The chords had to be
translated to the more elaborate chord—rich representation. To achieve this, it would be possible to include in the domain-knowledge for every chord the degrees that are present in that chord;

that is, to include a mapping between objects of the chord sort and objects of the chord-rich
sort. In practice however, this would result in a vast amount of declarative knowledge about
chords and their degrees, while the degrees can be read just from the name attribute of the chord
sort. To exploit this, I chose to write a problem solving method that converts a chord entity to a
chord-rich entity, based on the name attribute. Generally, whenever there was a choice between
a declarative and a procedural implementation of knowledge, I chose for the procedural solution.
However, one thing that is stated as declarative knowledge, is knowledge of scales. For each
type of scale (including their shifted versions), one scale object is created. Their name (specified
by : id <name>) refers to the type of the scale. Currently, three types of scales are used, the major,
melodic-minor and harmonic minor scales. The definitions of the corresponding scale objects are:

(define

(scale :id major)
(4 5) (5 7) (6 9) (7 11))

(1 0) (2 2) (3 4)

(define (scale :id melodic-minor)
(1 0) (2 2) (3 3) (4 5) (5 7) (6 9) (7 11))
(define (scale :id harmonic—minor)
(1. 0) (2 2) (3 3) (4 5) (5 7) (6 8) (7 10)
The definition of an object is done by specifying its sort, optionally a name (otherwise an

created), and the pairs of attribute names and values22. Note that these definitions do not specify the root attribute for the scales. The reason for this is that these objects
are only used as 'reference' object: whenever a particular scale is created (for example the a major scale), the object called major is copied and its root attribute value is specified.
anonymous object is

22The definitions of the scale objects may be a little bit incomprehensible due to the coincidence that both the
names and the values of the attributes are numbers. The first numbers in each attribute name/value pair however
only look like numbers; in fact, there can be no numerical operation on them.
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The other part of the program that requires explicit domain-knowledge, is the transitionmodel. To define a transition-model, a number of tm-state and transition objects must be created and connected in the desired way. A transition-model object called tml can simply be de-

fined by:

(define (transition-mode]. :id tml)
(start—state tm-sO))
the model tml has a tm—state object called tm—sO as its start-state. Let tm—sO be defined as:

(define (tm-state :id tm—sO)

(type 'note)
(duration

'q)

(transitions (define (transition)
(to—state tm-sO)
(weight 1/4))
(define (transition)
(to-state tm—sO)
(weight 3/4))))
This object has note as its type attribute value, which says that the duration (q in this case)
tm-sO
should be played as a note (and not as a rest). Note that the transitions of tm-sO are deof
fined within tm-sO itself, which is convenient is cases like this, where the nested definitions are only
short. tm-sO has to transitions departing from it. The first is a transition to itself, and the second
is a transition to another tm—state called tm-si. This object could for example be defined as:

(define
(type

(tm—state :id tm—si)
'rest)

(duration 'h)
(transitions empty—set))
the term ! empty-set is used to refer to the object called empty-set. This expresses that
there are no transitions leaving from tm-si.

2.4.4

Problem solving methods of JIG

In this section, I will briefly give an overview of the problem solving methods, the largest part
of the program. Because the body of methods is too voluminous to discuss in its totality, I will
focus on the primary methods start-impro and suggest-impro, that are called whenever there
the 'improvisation' button is pushed on the SaxEx user interface. I will explain the structure of
these methods and explain the methods that are called within suggest-impro. For further detail, the reader is recommended to inspect the source code in appendix A.3.
NOOS is an extension of LISP, which means that the NOOS compiler can interpret LISP
code as well as NOOS code. In this way, it is possible to use basic LISP functions and operators to
manipulate NOOS constructs. The body of problem solving methods consists, therefore, mainly
of plain LISP code. One difference is that when variables are declared that contain NOOS objects, the type of the variable must be made explicit. Other NOOS specific features are methodand object-definition tags (define-method and define-object respectively). The arguments of
a method are specified in pairs of (name type). As mentioned at the end of the previous paragraph, an object identified as name is called by the term ! name.
The method start-impro is as follows:

(define-method start-impro ((sender

symbol) (problem saxex-problem))
(suggest—impro sender problem. score))
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The method has two arguments. The first is the sender, the component that requested
the improvisation. Under the current configuration, this is the SaxEx panel, the user interface of
SaxEx. The request is sent when the user launches the improvisation command by pressing the
'improvisation' button. The other argument that is taken is the problem. In the problem, the
score is specified, which contains the melody and the harmony of the song, in its turn. The score
is passed, together with the sender, to the method suggest-impro, which is shown below:
1

2

(define-method suggest—impro ((sender symbol) (source-score phrase))
(let (((tin

3

4
6
7

8

10

!tml)

(s-flag 'green)
((r—state r-state) (initialize-r-state tin source-score. melody))
((p-state p—state) (initialize-p-state harmony))
((s-state s-state) (initialize-s-state source-score.melody harmony)))

5

9

transition—model)

((harmony chord—rich) (convert—chords source-score.harmony))
(end-position (find—last-note-position source-score .melody))

(loop
(when (> r-state.position end—position) (return nil))

(setf s-flag (choose-s-flag s—flag r-state end-position)
r-state (next-r—state r-state s-state s-flag)
p-state (next-p-state r-state p-state s-state harmony s-flag)
s-state (next—s—state s-state r—state s-flag source-score.melody harmony)
r—state (adjust-duration r-state p-state harmony))
(send-ad 'inform
sender
(generate—note r—state p-state s—flag)))))

11

12
13

14
15
16
17

18

In what follows, I will refer to parts of the method by their line-numbers.

initialization Lines 2—8 consist of initialization, by variable assignment. On line 2,
the variable tin is bound to the transition-model called tml. This is the transition model that will
be queried for durations, during the improvisation process. On line 3, the original representation
of the chord-sequence (with the simple chord-representation), is converted to a representation in
terms of chord—rich objects. The variable end-position holds the position after which the improvisation process will terminate. On line 4, this variable is set to the position of the last note in
the original melody. On line 5, the variable s-flag is set to green. The s-flag (structure-flag) is
a flag that indicates whether duration and pitch-class should be generated by the default process,
or rather by the motif process. If the flag has value green, the motif process will provide the information for the next note; if the flag is red, the default process will be active. The flag has two
intermediate values, orange-red and orange-green. The first prepares the process states (particularly s—state) for motif-transformation; the second terminates the motif-transformation and
makes sure the the s-state is left in a proper condition. Thus, the intermediate values serve as signals that announce a change of sub-process.
General

Process state initialization On lines 6—8, the three process states are initialized, each through
its own initialize method. The generation of the first note is not directly affected by the initialization, because the states will be updated before the first note is generated. The initialized states
serve merely as input for the update methods (to be discussed shortly). The object r—state is initialized with the start-state of the transition model, the corresponding duration is assigned to the
duration attribute, and the position attribute takes as its value the position of the first note in
the original melody. The object p-state must have values for pitch, direction, mean-interval
and ranked-scales. The attribute pitch is assigned e4, a reasonable default value (note that it
does not matter whether this pitch fits to the harmony, because it will not be played); direction
is initialized to down; mean- interval is assigned a relatively large value (6 semitone8), to induce
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small melodic intervals at the beginning of improvisation (see section 2.3). Lastly, the initialization method for p-state calls the method that analyses harmony (i.e. the chord sequence). This
method returns the list of scales, ordered according to the requirements stated in section 2.3.2.
s—state is initialized by selecting the first hR-structure in the original melody. The attribute values can all be derived from this structure, together with the harmony (to determine which pitches
are chord-pitches and which are not).

Note generation loop Lines 9—18 constitute the loop that accounts for the actual improvisation
process. At the end of every cycle (lines 16—18) a note is generated, based on the current process
states, and this note is send to the SaxEx panel, which displays the note in a score. The first statement in the loop, on line 10, checks whether the stop condition for the loop is satisied. The loop

terminates when the position attribute of the current r-state (that is, the position that the next
note would have, if the loop continued) is after the value of the parameter end—position. If the
stop condition is not met, the s—flag is set for the current cycle and new process states are generated, based on the old states, the (new) s-flag, the harmony and the original melody (lines 11-15).

The method choose-s-flag returns a new value for s-flag. It takes the old value of
s-flag, the current position (therefore r—state) and the end position as arguments. Currently,
choose-s-flag tells the process to execute the motif process roughly during the first and the last
measure of the improvisation, while in between, the values for s-flag are set randomly, according to probabilities that can be set as parameters inside the method.

Transition to next r-state The method next-r-state returns the next r-state. It
checks first, via the s-flag, whether the default process or the motif process should be executed.
In case of the former, a transition is made in the transition-model. The duration of the new state
is used as a value for the duration attribute of r-state. The new position attribute value is
calculated from the old values, by adding the duration and position value of the previous r-state.
When the motif process should be executed, the duration is taken from the list (acting as a queue)
of durations in s-state. Instead of directly using the duration value taken from the queue, the
transition-model is manipulated (i.e. the transition probabilities) to return the desired duration.
This may seem cumbersome, but it allows for a more integrated way of playing the motifs. In this
way, the motifs can in principle be played in the 'rhythmic dialect' of the transition-model. If the
model is able to produce the rhythm of the motif, it will, but otherwise, it may produce the most
similar rhythm it is able to produce. At this moment, the transition-model is constructed to be
able to produce every rhythm. Moreover, it is currently not possible to return 'similar' rhythms
(e.g. to substite two quavers when a quarter is asked).

II

Transition to next p-state The method next-p-state returns the new p-state. This
method also checks the s-flag. In case of the default process, it calls a method generate-pitch,
that finds a pitch in the way described in section 2.3.3 and 2.3.5, using the previous pitch, the cur-

rent duration, position, direction and the harmony. A new value for direction is decided, and
the value of mean-interval is updated to include the interval between previous and current pitch.
The value of ranked-scales remains unchanged. In case the motif process is to be executed, the

pitch and direction attributes are determined according to the information in s-state. The
melodic direction that was prescribed by the previous r-state, is overridden by the melodic di-

rection from the directions queue in s-state. Pitch and pitch type are also popped from the
corresponding queues of s-state. Then a method find-near-pitch is called that determines a

U

pitch in a similar manner as above (described in section 2.3.5), but with the pitch, registral direc-

tion and pitch type from the queues of s-state.

Transition to next s-state The method next—s-state returns the new s-state. This
method is quite straight-forward. Whenever the method is called with a green s-flag (motif process), the s-state will be used and next—s—state makes sure that the attributes of the current
s-state (serving as the queues from which pitch, pitch type and registral-directions are taken)
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are never empty. Whenever necessary, the queues are filled with the pitches, pitch types and directions of a new motif. The motif that is selected, is the I/R-structure that was played on the
current position in the original melody. If the s-flag has been red and will turn to green, the intermediate value orange-green, empties the queues of s-state and fills them with the information
of the current I/R-structure from the original melody. In this way, the (transformations of) motifs that are played, are more or less on the same point as they were played in the original melody.
If motifs should also be played on shifted positions, the constraint of playing the current motif,
can easily be relaxed, by allowing next-s-state to choose motifs played on other positions than
the current position.

Duration adjustment Finally, the newly generated note-values need an additional check:
pitch of the note has been determined based on the chord that is played on the position of the
note. But this is the position of the onset of the note. It may well be (especially if the note has
a long duration) that the sounding of the note extends into a new chord. This is called 'prolongation' of the note. If the note is consonant with the second chord, this is not a problem, it even
may sound very musical (for example if the pitch happens to be a guide tone of both chords).
But this consonance is not induced, it is a co-incidence. If the pitch happens to be dissonant with
the second chord, a solution must be found to eliminate this dissonance. The easiest way to do
this is to shorten the duration of the note to run up to but not overlap the second chord. This is
done by calling a method adjust-duration, that returns an r-state with the right duration. Note
that, although adjust-duration is called in every cycle of the loop, the durations are not always
adjusted. The method adjusts durations only in case of a dissonant prolongation. An additional
(and admittedly ad hoc) function of adjust-duration is to ensure that the improvisation ends
with a relatively long note (either a half or a whole note). This compensates for the fact that the
improvisation process does not pay attention to finishing the improvisation in an appropriate way.
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Results and conclusions

In this section I will first show two typical improvisations of JIG. I will describe some salient features of these improvisations and discuss to what extent the improvisations have the desired features, specified in 1.2. After that, I will state some general conclusions, and finally, I will propose
some major and minor improvements that could be made to the program.

3.1

Evaluation of the output

I will review two improvisations that were created for the first phrase of the song 'Autumn Leaves'.
The phrase consists of four very similar motifs. The score of this phrase is given in figure 20.
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Figure 20: The original melody: first phrase of Autumn Leaves
Before I address the improvisations, recall the three important desired features of improvisations, that were stated in section 1.2:

tonality the improvisation must be tonal to the key of the music, and thus be predominantly
consonant;

continuity the melodic contour of the improvisation must be mostly smooth; large intervals are
sparingly used and registral direction is not too frequently reversed;

structure the improvisation must exhibit some kind of structure, in the form of the occurrence
of similar note-sequences, or recurrence of motifs from the melody.

I will evaluate the improvisations by discussing whether and to what extent the improvisations
have these features.

Evaluation of improvisation 1 An improvisation that JIG made, based on the above phrase,
is shown in figure 21. The brackets underneath the score indicate which of the two processes was
active at that time.
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Figure 21: An improvisation on Autumn Leaves
Does the improvisation satisfy the requirement of tonality? Yes, the improvisation is unambiguously tonal. JIG played notes from the same scale most of the time, with exception of measure
7, where the B7 chord implied the use of another scale. The choice of scales is also quite satisfying.
The primary scale (denoted as s1, see section 2.3.2) is e minor, just as in the original. For the B7
chord (implying augmentation of pitch d), e melodic minor (having c and d augmented) was chosen in the original melody. JIG tries to play scales that share as many pitches as possible with the
primary scale and thus, it chose for e harmonic minor (having only d augmented)23. It must be
remarked, however, that pitch-selection was adapted, so that chromatic pitches (non-scale pitches)

I

231t cannot be seen from the score whether the scale from which the pitches were played, was e harmonic minor
or rather e melodic minor, because no c was played on the B7 chord. However, additional verbose output of JIG
reports the scales it is playing
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could not be played during this improvisation. The requirement for tonality would be harder to

I

I

I

I
I

I
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I

satisfy, if, in addition to chord and scale pitches, chromatic pitches should also be dealt with.
The second requirement is continuity. This requirement is also met to a certain degree. The
improvisation is not too jumpy (playing multiple large intervals in reverse directions). In measure
4, however, two low pitches are played, while the context of these pitches (the pitches in measures
3 and 5) are in a higher registral region. When listened to, the melody indeed seems to fall unriaturally deep. From the score, it can be deduced that the direction was downward, while the pitch
type was chord-pitch (a g, played on a GTnbJ7 chord, is a chord-pitch). From this, it can be reconstructed that the probability distribution favoured b (also a chord-pitch) over g, so the selection
of the pitch b, four semitones higher than the g, would have been more probable. The choice for
the b would have lead to a more fluent melodic contour. This situation perfectly illustrates the
disadvantage of using probability distributions for selection: there are cases where 'sub-optimal'
choices are made. The other side of the coin is that the elimination of randomness in this kind of
choices, would also eliminate the mutual variation among different improvisations.
Lastly, there is the requirement for structure. This is a fairly unspecific requirement. Structure in the sense of recurring note patterns is virtually not present in the improvisation. This is not
surprising, because there is not any retrospection in the process, with respect to structural aspects
of the improvisation. The other form of structure mentioned above, was the occurrence of motifs
from the original melody. In this sense, the improvisation has some structure. Particularly the beginning of the improvisation is a clear variation of the the first motif of the original phrase. Later on
in the improvisation, the resemblance to any part of the original phrase is not very obvious. Partly,
this seems due to the fact that there is a rather unnatural alternation of the motif-playing and
the default melodying. In measures 6 and 7, the processes are very short. Especially for the motif
process, this is too short to recreate a significant, or recognizable part of the original phrase. This
can nevertheless be improved by increasing the probability of continuation of the motif process.
Another factor that contributes to the unrecognizability of motifs may be the transformations that are possibly applied to the motifs. Together with the fact that motifs are not necessarily
played as a whole (e.g. that they are fragmented) and that they can be somewhat shifted in their
positions, the transformations may not be as apparent as they could be and decrease the similarities between improvisation and original phrase, while the resemblance should rather be greater.

I

Evaluation of improvisation 2 In figure 22, another improvisation on the 'Autumn Leaves'
phrase is shown. Here the parameters are set to play only motifs at the beginning and the end of
the improvisation, and execute the default process in between.
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Figure 22: Another improvisation on Autumn Leaves
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The choice of scales is the same as for the first improvisation. Indeed, in the selection of
scales there is no random component, so for the same song, the same scales will be played every
improvisation. In measure 7, the c reveals that the e harmonic minor scale is played rather than
the e melodic minor.
The continuity of this improvisation, at first sight, seems better than that of the first. The
contour is rather fluent over the course of measures 3—6. However, the registral range that the
melody spans, is very big. This can be nice in an long and elaborate improvisation, but it sounds
rather odd in such a short improvisation as this. Another weak point is the jump from the fourth
quarter note in measure 2 (the b), to its successor c, 11 semitones lower. This seems to show
the validity of Narmour's principles, that predict firstly that a sequence of small intervals imply
a continuation through small intervals, and secondly that small intervals imply a continuation in
the same direction. Both principles are violated in this fragment. Moreover, normally a large in52
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terval functions as a kind of closure (i.e. the boundary between two motifs). But this closure is

strongly contradicted by the sequence of four quaver notes (normally, a note with a longer duration co-incides with a large interval). A similar unexpected jump (although to a lesser extent),
can be found from the first to the second note of measure 7. Note that both jumps could well be
resolved by transposing the lower note an octave upwards.
The alternation of processes is better here than in the previous improvisation. In measures
7 and 8, the motif process nicely plays a motif that strongly resembles the motifs from the original phrase. Furthermore, the large part of 'melodying' shows that, although no structure is directly involved, the default process can yield interesting results.

3.2

Conclusions

To tackle the problem of computational jazz improvisation, a temporal approach has been chosen, in the spirit of a cognitive model for jazz improvisation, that was proposed by Pressing (in
[14]). With this approach, the improvisation is constructed in a chronological order, where previous notes, together with musical knowledge (both 'practical' and theoretical) determine the generation of successive notes. The underlying decision mechanism is largely constraint-based, with
probability-driven randomness as a selection method for sets of (unequally appropriate) possibilities, left open by the constraints. In this way, the improvisations are bound to certain formative
rules for improvisation, without being rule-driven in a deterministic way. JIG, the implemenation
of the improvisation-algorithm in NOOS, is capable of generating large numbers of different improvisations for a given jazz ballad.
The improvisations that JIG generates, satisfy the three basic requirements, of tonality,
continuity and structure, to different degrees. Tonality is generally not a problem, at least where
the chord-sequence is some variant of the circle of fifths (a very common chord-progression) with
possibly some deviating chords. The continuity of the melody is acceptable, although there are
some points in the improvisations where there are unexpected jumps. The fact that the jumps can
often be transformed into a smooth contour by transposing one of the notes by an octave, suggests that improvements could be made by better 'octave bookkeeping' of the pitches. The structure requirement is least satisfied of the three. Although the motif process plays motifs from the
original theme, these are often difficult to recognize, either due to the fragmentation of the motif,
the shifted position of the motif, or due to the transformations that are applied to the motif. Together with the fact that the overall process 'interprets' the motifs to fit in the context of the improvisation, this seems to impose too much 'local influence' on the motifs. The result is that they
generally do not stand out in the improvisations, so that there are no clear points of reference.
The merit of the 'interpretation' of motifs in the improvisation process, is that JIG is capable of incorporating any motif in the improvisation in a consistent manner. For example, the key
in which a motif is played, is not important. Even if the key of the motif is incompatible with the
key of the improvisation (i.e. it cannot be made to fit by key transposition), the motif can be incorporated, because the structural features of the motif are translated to the key of the improvisation. This feature of JIG makes it possible, for example, to play an improvisation that is based
on the melody of one song and the chord-sequence of another.
The improvisations discussed in the previous section, show that the results can be influenced by adjusting the parameters of the program. Some features of the improvisation that can
be controlled are:
• the frequency of alternation of the two generative processes;
• the frequency of occurence of the different motif-transformations;

• the target mean of the melodic intervals (affects the continuity of the improvisation);
• the probability of reversal/continuation of registral direction;
• the probabilies of selecting different pitch types (affecting the average consonance of the improvisation);
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• the transition-probabilities in the transition-model (affecting the likeliness of certain rhythmic patterns).
At this moment, not much experimentation has been performed to find the best parametersettings. Such experimentation may very well lead to irnprovemed performance.

3.3

Future work

Although adjusting the parameters of JIG in its current form could lead improve performance,
there are some clear limitations to JIG in its current form. In this section, I will mention a number of possible improvements of JIG. Some improvements primarily concern the musical performance, and do not require a radically different form of the program; other improvements concern
more formal aspects, like the structure of the program and the representation of knowledge.

Musical improvements Firstly, the improvisation process virtually functions in a uniform way
over the course of the improvisation, apart from some ad hoc 'lead in' and 'lead out'. A more sophistated method of finishing (and to a lesser extent, beginning) the improvisation, is highly desirable.
Secondly, the mechanism for deciding whether to play motifs or to play melodying, is very
simple. Although literature about improvisational techniques does not say much about 'motifplaying' policy (the focus is often on how the motifs are played, not on what is played when), it
may be possible to find a more structured method for alternating the two functional parts of the
improvisation. An improvement could at least be made, by letting the motif process finish a motif, once it is started.
Thirdly, the structure of the improvisations could get a new dimension by playing not only
motifs from the original melody, but also from the improvisation itself, as far as it is generated.
This requires the on-the-fly identification of motifs. This may be done using the closure principles
of Narmour's I/R-theory. Perhaps it is sufficient for this purpose to determine the points in the
improvisation where closure occurs (intentionally or by co-incidence), instead of identifying the
different Narmour structures that the improvisation consists of. The general form of such improvisations will probably consist of an initial phase where there is some melodying by the default
process, or a motif from the original melody, followed by variations on what has been played previously. It may be possible to state some strategies by which such an development can be made
throughout the improvisation.
Fourthly, a strongly related issue, would be to let JIG distinguish between different forms
of improvisation and create parameters for controlling the kind of improvisation that is pursued.
The three basic improvisational forms are paraphrase, formulaic and motivic improvisation (see
section 1.1.1). At this point, the improvisations can be paraphrase or formulaic improvisation, depending on the amount of motif playing within the improvisation. To play motif improvisation,
the feature of 'reflexive' improvisation (playing motifs from the improvisation itself) mentioned
above, seems indispensable.
Fifthly, for a formulaic improvisation, it would be good if JIG could have the disposition of
a repertoire of motifs, to play them (possibly transformated) in the improvisations. This could be

a fixed repertoire, or, in the ideal case, a dynamic repertoire, that incorporates motifs from the
improvisations it generates over the course of time (and disposes of other motif, to keep the size
of the repertoire constant).

Formal improvements To tailor the default process that produces the melodying part of the
improvisation, to the specific style of the song that is being improvised on, it would be very useful if the transition-model for generating durations/rhythms could be derived from the song. Curtransition-model is being used for every song. If
rently, the same (highly flexible, but
some analysis of the melody of a song could yield a number of typical rhythmic patterns of that
song, it may be possible to dynamically create a transition-model that is able to generate these
patterns and variations of them in an undeterministic manner. This would greatly increase JIG's
adaptivity to the songs it improvises on.
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A more distant improvement would be to include not only cognitive musical knowledge into
JIG, but also acoustic knowledge and knowledge of motor control, like present in Pressing's cognitive model for improvisation. By combining these different kinds of knowledge more credible and
varied improvisations could be the result. This could for example make it possible to simulate the
improvisational style and features that the physical properties of a particular instrument force upon
the improviser (for example that the positioning of the hands on the instrument facilitates certain
movement patterns and inhibits others, and that the number of simultaneous voices is limited to a
certain number). However, eliciting such knowledge for practical use, requires extensive research.
To make use of these different kinds of knowledge, it may be necessary to turn back to the
cognitive model of Pressing. Especially the notion of event clusters, and the cluster-to-cluster improvisation (as opposed to note-to-note imrovisations) may be crucial for a good interaction between different kinds of knowledge, because they capture the psychological idea of motor-programs.
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A Source code of JIG
A.1

Ontology

(in-package

noos)

improvisation ontology

;;

(define—ontology impro-ontology
(creator

"maarten grachten")

(description "ontological elements in saxex improvisation"))
(define—sort

impro—ontology)

(define—sort (impro—ontology chord—rich)
(root

(first

(third
(fifth

(seventh
(nineth

(eleventh
(thirteenth
(position
(duration
(degree
(next

symbol)
number 0)
number)
number)
number)

number)
number)
number)
number)
symbol)
symbol)
chord—rich empty-set))
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(define—sort (impro—ontology scale)
(root symbol nil)
(1 number 0)
(2 number)
(3

number)

(4 number)
(5

number)

(6 number)
(7 number))

(define—sort (impro-ontology r—state)
(tm—state tm-state)
(duration symbol tm—state.duration)

(position number))

(define-sort (impro-ontology p—state)
(pitch symbol nil)
(direction symbol)
(mean-interval number)
(ranked-scales symbol))
(define—sort
(pitches

(impro—ontology s—state)

symbol)

(pitch—types symbol)

(durations

symbol)
(directions symbol)
(last note empty-set))

(define—sort (impro—ontology transition-model)
(start—state tm-state))
(define—sort (impro—ontology tm—state)
(type symbol 'pass)
symbol)
(duration
(transitions transition))
(define—sort (impro—ontology transition)
(weight number)
(def-weight number weight)
(to—state tm—state))

Below, the entities (and their super-sorts) of

the SaxEx ontology that JIG uses, are displayed,

pleteness.

sazex ontology

(define-ontology

saxex—ontology
(creator "josep 11. arcos")
(description "ontological elements in saxex"))

(define—sort sazex—ontology)
(define—sort

(Saxex—ontology Saxex-Problem)

(score

Phrase)

(structure

Phrase—Analysis)
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for com-

(affective-requirements )

(performance

Phrase—Performance))

(define—sort (saxex—ontology score-element))
(define—sort (saxex—ontology analysis—element))

(define—sort (score—element phrase)
(melody note)
(harmony chord))
(define—sort (score-element note)
(pitch
(position

symbol)

(duration
(metrical-strength
(belongs—to
(underlying-harmony

symbol)

(next

I

number)
label)
nstructure)

I

chord)
note empty—set))

I

(define-sort (score—element chord)
symbol)
(position number)
(duration symbol)
chord empty-set))
(next
(name

;;

narmour

basic

I
I

structures

I

(define—sort (analysis—element nstructure)
(first—note note)
(med—notes note empty—set)
(last—note note empty—set)
(direction symbol 'plain)
(durational—cumulation boolean false)
(next nstructure empty—set))
(define—sort (nstructure p))

;;

process structure.

(define—sort (nstructure d))

;;

duplicative structure (iteration).

(define—sort (nstructure r))

;;

reversal structure.

(define-sort (nstructure in))

;; monad.

I

I

(define-sort (nstructure 2d))

;;

dyad.

(define-sort (nstructure 8j))

;;

octave (registral transfer)

(define—sort (nstructure ip))

;; intervalic process

(define-sort (nstructure id))

;; intervalic reversal

(define—sort (nstructure ir))

;; intervalic process

(define—sort (nstructure vp)) ;;

I

registral process
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registral reversal

(define—sort (nstructure vr)) ;;

A.2

Domain-knowledge

(in-package

noos)

;; domain knowledge

(define (scale :id major)
(1 0)

(2 2)

(3 4)

(4 5)

(5 7)

(6 9)

(7 11))

(define (scale :id melodic—minor)
(1 0)

(2 2)

(3 3)

(4 5)

(5 7)

(6 9)

(7 11))

(define (scale :id harmonic—minor)
(1 0)

(2 2)

(3 3)

(4 5)

(5 7)

(6 8)

(7 11))

(define (scale :id diminished) ;;currently unused
(1 0)

(2 2)

(3 3)

(4 5)

(5 6)

(6 8)

(7 9))

(define (transition-model :id tmi)
(start—state tm—sO))
(define (tm—state :id tm—sO)
(type 'pass)
(duration 'w)
(transitions (define (transition)
(to—state tm—si)
(weight 1/28))
(define (transition)
(to—state tm—s2)
(weight 3/i4))
(define (transition)
(to-state tm—s3)
(weight 2/7))
(define (transition)
(to—state tm—s4)
(weight

;; w

;; h

;;

q

;; e

2/7))

(define (transition)
(to—state tm—s5)

;; w.

(weight 1/100))
(define (transition)
(to—state tm—s6)
(weight 1/14))

(define (transition)
(to—state tm—si)
(weight 1/14))
(define (transition)
(to—state tm—s8)

(weight

;; h.

;;

q.

;; q.

1/28))

(define (transition)
(to-state tm-s9)
(weight 1/100))
(define (transition)

;; w+q
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(to—state

tm—slO)

;; w+e

(weight 1/100))

(define (transition)
(to—state tm—sil)
(weight 1/100))

;; w.+e

(define (transition)
(to—state tm—s12)
(weight 1/100))

;;

(define

(transition)

(to—state tin—s13)

w..

;; te

(weight 0))
(define (transition)
(to—state tm—s14)
(weight 0))
(define (transition)
(to—state tm—s15)

;; tq

;; h+e

(weight 0))
(define (transition)
(to-state tm-s16)
(weight 0))))

;; h.+e

(define (tm-state :id tm—si)
(type 'note)
(duration 'w)
(transitions (define (transition)
(to—state tm—si)
(weight 1/8))
(define (transition)
(to—state tm—sO)
(weight 7/8))))
(define (tm—state :id tm—s2)
(type 'note)
(duration 'h)
(transitions (define (transition)

(to—state tm—s2)

(weight 1/4))
(define (transition)
(to—state tm—sO)
(weight 3/4))))

(define (tm—state :id tm—s3)
(type 'note)
(duration 'q)
(transitions (define (transition)
(to—state tm—s3)
(weight 2/3))
(define (transition)
(to—state tm-sO)
(weight 1/3))))
(define (tm—state :id tm—s4)
(type 'note)
(duration 'e)
(transitions (define (transition)
(to—state tm-s4)
(weight 2/3))
(define (transition)

I
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(to—state tm—sO)

(weight

1/3))))

(define (tm-state :id tm-s5)
(type 'note)
(duration 'w.)
(transitions (define (transition)
(to—state tm—s5)

(weight 1/16))
(define (transition)
(to—state tm—sO)

(weight 15/16))))
(define

(tm—state :id tm-s6)

(type 'note)
(duration 'h.)
(transitions (define (transition)
(to—state tm—s6)
(weight 1/8))

(define (transition)
(to—state tm—sO)
(weight 7/8))))

(define (tm-state :id tm-si)
(type 'note)
(duration 'q.)
(transitions (define (transition)
(to—state tm—si)
(weight 1/3))
(define (transition)
(to—state tm—sO)
(weight 2/3))))
(define (tm—state :id tm—s8)
(type 'note)
(duration

'q.)
(transitions (define (transition)
(to—state tm-s8)
(weight 1/3))

(define (transition)
(to—state tm—sO)

(weight 2/3))))
(define

(tm—state :id tm—s9)
(type 'note)
(duration 'v+q)

(transitions (define (transition)
(to-state tm—s9)

(weight 0))

(define (transition)
(to-state tm—sO)

(weight 1))))
(define

(tm—state :id tm—slO)
(type 'note)
(duration 'w+e)
(transitions (define (transition)
(to—state tm—s 10)
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(weight 0))
(define (transition)
(to—state tm—sO)
(weight 1))))

(define (tm—state :id tm-sll)
(type 'note)
(duration 'w.+e)
(transitions

(define (transition)
(to—state tm—sll)

(weight 0))

(define (transition)
(to—state tm—sO)

(weight

1))))

(define (tm—state :id tm—s12)
(type 'note)
(duration 'w..)
(transitions (define (transition)
(to—state tm—s12)

(weight 0))
(define (transition)
(to-state

(weight

tm-sO)

1))))

(define (tm—state :id tm—s13)
(type 'note)
(duration 'te)
(transitions (define (transition)

(to—state tm—s13)

(weight 0))
(define (transition)
(to—state tm—sO)
(weight 1))))

(define (tm—state :id tm—s14)
(type 'note)
(duration 'tq)

(transitions (define (transition)
(to—state tm—s14)

(weight 0))
(define (transition)
(to—state tm—sO)
(weight 1))))

(define (tm—state :id tm—s15)
(type 'note)
(duration 'h+e)
(transitions (define (transition)
(to—state tm—s15)

(weight

0))

(define (transition)
(to—state tm-sO)

(weight 1))))
(define

(tm—state :id tin—s16)
(type 'note)
(duration 'h.+e)
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(transitions (define (transition)
(to—state tm-s16)

(weight

0))

(define (transition)
(to—state tm-sO)
(weight 1))))

Problem solving methods

A.3

(in-package noos)
(define—method start—impro ((sender symbol) (problem saxex—problem))
(suggest-impro sender problem. score))

(define—method suggest—impro ((sender symbol) (source—score phrase))
(let (((tm transition—model) 'tml)
((harmony chord—rich) (convert—chords source-score. harmony))
(end—position (find—last—note—position source-score .melody))
(s—flag 'green)
((r-state r—state) (initialize—r—state tm source-score.melody))
((p-state p-state) (initialize—p-state harmony))
((s-state s—state) (initialize-s-state source—score.melody harmony)))
(loop

(when (> r—state.position end-position) (return nil)) ;;
(setf s—flag (choose—s—flag s—flag r—state end—position))
(setf

stop—clause

r—state (next—r—state r-state s-state s—flag)
p—state (next—p—state r-state p—state s—state harmony s—flag)
s—state (next—s—state s-state r—state s—flag source-score.melody harmony)

r-state (adjust-duration r-state p-state harmony))
(send—ad

'inform
sender
(generate—note r—state p—state s—flag)))))

(define—method choose—s—flag ((s-flag symbol) (r—state r—state) (end-position number))
(cond

((or (< r—state.position 3)
((eq
((eq
((eq
((eq
((eq

(> r—state.position (— end—position 5))) 'green)
r—state.position (— end—position 5)) (case s-flag ((green orange—green) s—flag)
(t 'orange-green)))
s-flag 'orange-red) 'red)
s-flag 'orange-green) 'green)
s-flag 'green) (random-chooser '(green orange—red) '(.6 .4)))
s-flag 'red) (random—chooser '(red orange-green) '(.5 .5)))))

(define—method initialize—r—state ((tm transition—model) (first—note note))
(define—object 'r-state tm.start-state tm.start-state.duration (— first—note.position 1)))
(define—method initialize—p—state ((harmony chord-rich))
(define—object 'p—state 'e4 'down 6 (analyse-chord-sequence harmony)))
(define—method initialize—s—stat ((melody note) (harmony chord))
(choose—structure melody harmony 1))

(define-method generate—note ((r-state r—state) (p-state p—state) (s—flag symbol))
(define—object 'note
p—state .pitch
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r-state

position

r-state .duration

no—filler
no—filler
no—filler
:no—filler
empty—set
))

(define—method next—s—state ((s—state s—state) (r—state r—state) (s—flag symbol)
(melody note) (harmony chord-rich))
(case s—flag
(green (if (eq nil (rest (set—items s—state.pitches)))
(choose—structure melody harmony r-state.position)

(define—object 's—state
(define—set (rest (set-items
(define—set (rest (set—items
(define—set (rest (set—items
(define—set (rest (set—items
(orange-green
(t

s-state.pitches)))
s—state.pitch—types)))
s—state.durations)))
s—state. directions))))))

(choose-structure melody harmony r—state . position))

s—state)))

(define—method next—r-state ((r—state r-state) (s—state s-state) (s—flag symbol))

(if (eq s-flag 'green)
(let (((new-r—state r—state)

(define—object 'r—state
(force—tm—state (first (set—items s—state .durations)))
r-state.duration)))))
'w (+ r—state.position (duration—value

(make-transition new—r-state))
(make—transition r—state)))

(define—method adjust—duration ((r-state r—state) (p-state p—state) (harmony chord—rich))
(lets (((chord chord—rich) (get—current—chord r-state.position harmony))
((next-chord chord—rich) chord. next) (new—duration r—state . duration))
(if (empty—set? next—chord)
(setf new—duration (random—chooser (list 'w 'h) (list .5 .5)))
(when (> (duration—value r—state.duration) (abs (— next—chord.position r—state.position)))
(let ((ch—notes (chord—to—notelist next—chord)))
(unless (member p—state.pitch ch—notes)
(setf new-duration (duration—label (abs (— next—chord.position r—state.position))))))))

(make—transition (define—object 'r—state
(force—tm—state new-duration)
r—state .

position))))

(define—method force-tm—state ((duration symbol))
(lets (((sO tm—state) !tm—sO)
(transitions (let ((trans
(dolist ((e]. transition) (set—items sO.transitions) (return trans))
(if (eq ei.to-state.duration duration)
(push (define—object 'transition 1 1 el.to—state) trans)
(push (define—object 'transition 0 0 ei.to—state) trans))))))
(define-object 'tm—state sO.type sO.duration (define—set transitions))))

nil))

(define-method next-p-state ((r—state r—state) (p-state p—state) (s—state s—state)
(harmony chord—rich) (s—flag symbol))
(if (eq s—flag 'green)
(let ((new—pitch (find-near-pitch r—state p—state s-state harmony)))
(define-object 'p—state
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new-pitch

I

(first (set—items s—state. directions))
(I (+ p—state.mean—interval (s (note-note-algebra p—state.pitch new-pitch) 2)) 3)
p-state. ranked—scales))

(generate-pitch r—state p-state harmony)))

(define-method find-near—pitch ((r-state r—state) (p-state p-state)

I

(lets

(s—state s—state) (harmony chord—rich))
(((chord chord-rich) (get—current-chord r-state.position harmony))
(possibilities (case (first (set—items s—state.pitch—types))
(chord-note (let ((ch—l (chord-to—notelist chord)))
(pop ch—l) (pop ch—l) (pop ch—l))))
(t (scale—to—notelist (choose—scale chord p—state.ranked—scalea)))))

(list

I

(interval

0) (nearest nil)

(new—pitch (dolist (el possibilities (return nearest))

(let

((interv (abs (—

(note-note-algebra

(first (set—items s—state.pitches)) el) 6))))
(when (> interv interval) (setf interval interv nearest el)))))

I

(prev-ptch—and—oct (decompose—pitch p-state. pitch))
(new—octave (decide—octave (first (set—items s—state.directions)) (pop prev—ptch—and—oct)
(pop prev—ptch—and—oct) new-pitch)))

I
(cond

I

((< new-octave 4) (setf new—octave (+ new—octave 1)))
((> new—octave 5) (setf new—octave (— new-octave 1))))
(intern (format nil "aa" new—pitch new—octave) :noos)))

(define-method choose—structure ((melody note) (harmony chord—rich) (position number))

I

I

I

I

(lets

(((structure nstructure) (get—structure position melody))

(struct—info (get—structure-info structure harmony)))
(change-structure (define-object 's—state
(pop struct-info)
(pop struct-info)
(pop struct-info)
(pop struct—info)))))
(define—method get-structure ((position number) (melody note))
(lets (((current-note note) (get—current-note position melody)))
current-note. belongs—to))
(define—method get—structure-info ((structure nstructure) (harmony chord-rich))
(lets (((chord chord-rich) (get-current-chord structure .first—note .position harmony))
((notes note) (append (list structure.first—note)

I

(set—items structure .med-notes)
(list structure. last—note)))

(pitches

I

I

I
I
I

I

I

(mapcar #'(lambda ((x note)) (let ((1 (get—root x.pitch 0))) (second 1))) notes))
(chords (let ((notelist (chord—to—notelist chord)))
(mapcar #'(lambda ((note note))
(when (> (— note.position 1) chord.next.position)
(setf chord chord.next notelist (chord—to-notelist chord)))
notelist)
notes)))
(directions (case structure.direction
(down (let
(dotimes (ci (— (length pitches) 1))
(push 'down dir)) dir))
(up (let ((dir (list 'down))) (dotimes (el (— (length pitches) 1))
(push 'down dir)) dir))
(plain (let ((dir nil)) (dotimes (el (length pitches))
(push 'plain dir)) dir)))))

((dir (list 'up)))
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(list

(define—set pitches)
(define—set (mapcar #'(lambda (pitch notelist) (if (member pitch notelist)
'chord—note 'scale—note))

pitches chords))
(define-set (mapcar #'(lambda ((x note)) x.duration) notes))
(define—set (reverse directions)))))

change-structure ((s-state s—state))
(flet ((reverse—all ((s s—state))
(define—object 's—state (define—set (reverse (set—items s.pitches)))

(define-method

(define—set

(reverse (set-items s.pitch—types)))
(define—set (reverse (set—items s.durations)))
(define—set (reverse (set—items s.directions)))))
(reverse-pitches ((a s—state))
(define-object 's—state (define-set (reverse (set—items s.pitches)))
a. pitch—types a. durations s directions))
(all—quavers ((s-State))
(define—object 's—state s.pitches s.pitch—types
(sane—durations s.durations 'e) s.directions))
(all—quarters ((s-state))
(define—object 's—state s.pitches s.pitch—types
(sane—durations s.durations 'q) s.directions)))
(let (transformer (random-chooser (list 'reverse-all 'reverse—pitches
'all—quavers 'all—quarters 'identity)

(list 0 0 0 0 2)))
(funcall transformer s—state))))
(define—method sane—durations ((durations symbol) (goal-duration symbol))

(let ((dur—list (set—items durations))
(new—dur—list nil))
(dotimes (e (length dur—list))
(push goal-duration new-dur-list))
(define—set new—dur—list)))

(define-method get—current-note ((position number) (melody note))
(let (((note note—rich) melody))
(loop

(when
(when
(when
(setf

(empty—Set? note) (return melody))
(empty—set? note.next) (return note))
(< position note.next.position) (return note))
note note.next))))

(define-method get—current-chord ((position number) (harmony chord—rich))
(let (((chord chord—rich) harmony))
(loop

(when
(when
(when
(setf

(empty—set? chord) (return harmony))
(empty—set? chord.next) (return chord))
(< position chord.next.position) (return chord))
chord chord.next))))

(define—method generate—pitch ((r—state r—state) (p-state p—state) (harmony chord—rich))
(lets ((prey-pitch—and—octave (if p—state.pitch (decompose—pitch p—state.pitch) (list 'g 4)))
(prey-pitch (pop prey-pitch-and-octave))
(prey-octave (pop prey-pitch-and-octave))
(note-and—prob (filter-notes (choose—pitch—type r—state . position) r—state p—state harmony))

(new-pitch (random-chooser (pop note-and-prob) (pop note—and—prob)))
(new—octave (decide—octave p-state.direction prey—pitch prey—octave new-pitch))
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(new—pitch—and-oct (intern (format nil "aa" new-pitch new—octave) :noos))
(new-mean-interval (I (+ p—state. mean—interval
(* (note-note-algebra p—state.pitch new—pitch—and—oct) 2)) 3))
(direction (choose-direction prey—pitch new—pitch prey—octave p-state.direction)))
(define—object 'p-state new—pitch—and—oct direction new-mean—interval p—state. ranked—scales)))
(define—method filter-notes ((pitch—type symbol) (r-state r—state) (p—state p—state)
(harmony chord-rich))
(lets ((pitch—and—oct (decompose—pitch p—state. pitch))
(note—prob—list (assign-probabilities (pop pitch—and—oct)
(+ 6 (I p—state.mean—interval 2))
p—state. direction))

(notes-to-keep (let (((chord chord—rich) (get—current—chord r—state.position harmony)))
(when (empty—set? chord) (setf chord harmony))
(cond

((eq pitch—type 'chord—note) (let ((ch—i (chord—to—notelist chord)))
(list (pop ch—l) (pop ch—i) (pop ch—l))))
(t (scale—to—notelist (choose—scale chord p—state. ranked—scales))))))
(filtered—notes

(remove notes—to—keep note—prob—list

:test #'(lanibda (x y) (not (member y x)))
:key #'(iambda (x) (first x)))))
(let ((note—list nil) (prob—list))
(dolist (ci filtered—notes (list note—list prob—list))
(push (first ci) note—list)
(push (rest el) prob—list)))))

(define—method make—transition ((r-state r-state))
(lets (((tm—state tm-state) r-state.tm—state)
(position r—state .position)
((state—list state) nil)
(prob—list nil)

(trans-and-prob (dolist ((transition transition) (set—items tm-state.transitions)
(return (list state—list prob—list)))
(push transition.to-state state—list)
(push transition.weight prob—list)))
((state tm-state) (random-chooser (pop trans-and-prob) (pop trans-and-prob))))
(case tm-state.type
(note (setf position (+ position (duration—value tm—state.duration))))
(rest (setf position (+ position (duration—value tm—state.duration))))
(pass t))
(cond
((equal state.type 'note)

(define—object 'r—state
state
state. duration
position))
((equal state.type 'rest)
(make-transition (define—object 'r-state
at ate

state. duration

position)))
((equal state.type 'pass)
(make-transition (define—object 'r—state
state
state. duration

position))))))

(define—method choose—direction ((pitchi symbol) (pitch2 symbol) (octave symbol)
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I
(current-dir

symbol))

(cond
((<—
((>=

octave
octave

3)

'up)

5)

'down)

(t (let* ((pre—prob (I (abs (note—note—algebra pitchi pitch2)) 12))
(prob (+ (* (— I pre—prob) (+ 1 pre—prob))
(— 1/4 (s (— pre—prob 1/2) (— pre—prob 1/2)))))
(item—list (case current—dir
(up (list 'up 'down 'plain))
(down (list 'down 'up 'plain)))))
(random-chooser item—list (list prob (— 1 prob) (* .4 pre—prob)))))))

(define—method choose-pitch-type ((position number))
(cond

((

0 (mod position 4)) (random-chooser (list 'chord—note 'scale—note 'chrom—note)
(list 10 2 1)))

(mod position 2)) (random-chooser (list 'chord—note 'scale—note 'chrom-note)
(list 8 3 1)))
(mod
position
1))
(random—chooser
(list
'chord-note 'scale—note 'chrom—note)
0
((=
(list 6 5 2)))
0 (mod position .5)) (random—chooser (list 'chord—note 'scale—note 'chrom—note)
((
(list 3 5 2)))
(t (random—chooser (list 'chord—note 'scale-note 'chrom-note)
(list 2 4 4)))))
((= 0

(define—method assign—probabilities ((prey—pitch symbol) (steepness number) (direction symbol))
(let ((twelve—notes (list 'c 'cs 'd 'ds 'a 'f 'fs 'g 'gs 'a 'as 'b)))
(flat ((fall—of ((alfa number))
(let ((1 nil))
(dotimes (i 12)
(push (+ (— 120 (* i i alfa 1/12)) (a i i .01 a].fa 1/12)) 1))
(reverse 1))))
(loop

(when (eq (first twelve-notes) prey—pitch) (return twelve-notes))
(let ((el (pop twelve-notes)))
(nconc twelve—notes (cons el nil))))
(let ((note-prob-list nil))
(mapcar $'(lambda (note prob)
(push (cons note prob) note-prob—list))
(if (eq direction 'up) twelve—notes
(cons (first twelve—notes) (reverse (cdr twelve-notes))))
(if (eq direction 'plain) (list 100 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 100 1000)
(fall—of steepness)))
note—prob—list))))
(define—method scale—to—notelist ((sc scale))
(let ((root sc.root)
(note—numbers (list sc.1 sc.2 sc.3 sc.4 sc.5 sc.6 sc.7))
(note—list nil))
(dolist (number note-numbers note—list)
(push (note—number-algebra root number) note—list))))

(define—method convert—chords ((chord chord))
(let ((name chord.name) (i 0)
(root) (third) (fifth))
(let ((i—and—root (get—root name i)))
(setf i (pop i-and—root)
root (pop i—and—root)))
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(let ((i—and—type (get—type name i)))
i (pop i—and—type)

(setf

third (pop i-and-type)

fifth (first i-and-type))

(let ((tensions (get—tensions name i i—and-type)))
(define—object 'chord-rich
root
0

third
(first tensions) fifth)
(if (first tensions)
(if (second tensions) (second tensions) ':no—filler)
(third tensions) ':no—filler)
(if (third tensions)
(if (fourth tensions) (fourth tensions) ':no—filler)
(if (fifth tensions) (fifth tensions) ':no—filler)
chord. position
chord. duration

no—filler
(if (empty—set? chord.next)
empty—set
(convert—chords chord .next))

(define—method get-fitting-scales ((chord chord—rich))
(let* ((root chord.root)
(ch (remove nil (list chord.first chord.third chord.fifth
chord .

seventh

chord. nineth

chord.eleventh chord.thirteenth)))
((maj—sc scale) !major) (maj (list maj—sc.1 maj—sc.2 maj—sc.3 maj—sc.4
maj—sc.5 maj—sc.6 maj—sc.7)) (maj—fit 0)
((sin—sc scale) !melodic—minor) (mel—mm (list nin—sc.1 inm—sc.2 nin—sc.3 mm—sc.4
mm—sc.5 nim—sc.6 mm—sc.?)) (mel—mm—fit 0)
((hm—sc scale) !harmonic—minor) (har—min (list hm—sc.1 hm—sc.2 hm—sc.3 hm—sc.4
hm—sc.5 hm—sc.6 hm—sc.7)) (har—min-f it 0)
(fitting—scales nil))
(dotimes (shift 12)
(dolist (note ch)
(when (member note maj) (setf maj—f it (+ 1 maj—f it)))
(when (member note niel—min) (setf mel—mm—f it (+ 1 mel-mm—f it)))
(when (member note har-min) (setf her-mm-f it (+ 1 her-mm-f it))))
(when (eq maj—f it (length ch))
(push (define—object 'scale
(note—number—algebra root (— 0 shift))
maj—sc.1 maj—sc.2 rnaj—sc.3 maj—sc.4 maj—sc.5 maj—sc.6 maj—sc.7) fitting—scales))
(when (eq mel—mm-f it (length ch))
(push (define—object 'scale
(note—number-algebra root (— 0 shift))
mm—sc.1 mm—sc.2 rnm—sc.3 mm—sc.4 sin—sc.5 nsn—sc.6 sin—sc.7) fitting—scales))
(when (eq her—mm-f it (length ch))
(push (define—object 'scale
(note—number-algebra root (— 0
hm—sc.1 hm—sc.2 bm—sc.3 hni—sc.4 hin—sc.5 hm—sc.6 hm—sc.7) fitting—scales))

shift))

(setf maj—fit 0

mel-mm-f

it 0

har-min-f it 0
ch (let ((new—notes nil))

(dolist

(ci ch new—notes)
(push (mod (+ 1 ci) 12) new—notes)))))
fitting—scales))
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(define—method analyse—chord-sequence ((chords chord-rich))
(let ((result nil))
chords))
(do (((chord chord-rich)
((empty—set? chord) (rank—scales result))
(push (get—fitting—scales chord) result)
(setf chord chord.next))))

(define—method rank—scales ((scales—list scale))
(lets ((fiat—scales—list (mapcan #'identity (set—items scales—list)))
(counted—list (make—alist flat—scales—list))
(flat—scale—set (remove—duplicates flat—scales—list : test * 'equal))
(first—sort
(sort

(sort flat—scale—set *' (lambda (x y) (> (cdr (assoc x counted—list))

(cdr (assoc y counted—list)))))))
first—sort It' (lambda (x y) (> (similarity (first first—sort) x)

(similarity (first first—sort) y))))))

(define—method similarity ((scald scale) (scale2 scale))
(let ((sd (scale—to—notelist scalel))
(sc2 (scale—to—notelist scale2))
(sin 0))
(dolist (ci sd sin)
(when (member ci sc2) (setf aim (+ sim 1))))))

(define—method choose-scale ((chord chord—rich) (ranked—scales scale))
(let ((possible—scales (get—fitting—scales chord)))
(dolist ((scale scale) ranked-scales)
(when (member scale possible-scales
:test *'(iambda ((sd scale) (sc2 scale))
(and (eq scl.root sc2.root)
(eq sci.1 sc2.1) (eq sci.2 sc2.2) (eq scl.3 sc2.3)
(eq scl.4 sc2.4) (eq sci.5 sc2.5) (eq sci.6 sc2.6)
(eq scl.7 sc2.7))))
(return scale)))))

from here downward only secondary methods

;;

get—root, get-type, get—tensions are used in convert—chords

(def inc—method get—root ((name symbol) (i number))
(lets ((name (symbol—name name))
(root (intern (string (do ((notes '(*\c *\d *\e *\f *\g *\a *\b)))
(first notes) (cit name i)) (first notes))
((char

(pop notes))) :noos)))
(setf i (+ i 1))
(length name))
(if <
(case (cit name i)
(*\b (list (+ i 1)
(note—number-algebra root 11)))

i

(*\s
(t

(list (+ i

(list

1)

(note—number—algebra
i root)))

root

1)))
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(list

i root))))

(define—method get—type ((name symbol) (i
((name (symbol—name name)))
(length name))
(case (elt name i)
(*\m (list (+ i 3) 4 7 11 2 5 9))
(*\— (list (+ i 1) 3 7 10 2 5 8))

number))

(let

(if < i

I

(*\7

I

(list

(list

i

4 7 10 2 5 9)))

i 4 7 11 2 5 9))))

(define-method get—tensions ((name symbol) (i number) (defaults number))

I

I

(let* ((name (symbol—name name))
(t—list (list nil nil nil nil nil))
(tension nil) (fun *'identity)
(set—tension $'(lambda (f tension)
(case tension
(5th
(setf (first t—list) (funcall f (first defaults))))
(7th (setf (second t—list) (funcall f (second defaults))))

(setf (third t—list) (funcall f (third defaults))))
(11th (setf (fourth t—list) (funcall f (fourth defaults))))
(13th (setf (fifth t—list) (funcall f (fifth defaults))))))))
(9th

I
(loop

I

(when (eq 1

(length name)) (funcall set-tension

fun tension) (return t—list))

(case (elt name i)
(*\b

(when tension (funcall set—tension fun tension))
(setf tension nil
fun 1'(lambda (x) (mod (+ x 11) 12))))

I

(*\s

(setf
I

fun #'(lambda (x) (mod (+ x 1) 12)))
(when tension (funcall set-tension fun tension))
(setf tension nil))

I

(when tension (funcall set-tension fun tension) (setf fun *'identity))
(setf tension '5th))
(*\7

(when tension (funcall set—tension fun tension) (setf fun *'identity))
(setf tension '7th))

I

(#\9

(when tension (funcall set—tension fun tension) (setf fun *'identity))
(setf tension '9th))

I

(*\1

(when tension (funcall set—tension fun tension) (setf fun *'identity))

(setf

I
(setf

I

1/3)

(e 1/2)

(tq 2/3)

(qi)

(q+te

I

I

I
I

(+ i 1))

(define-method duration—value ((duration-label symbol))
(case duration-label

(te

I
—

i

(case (elt name i)
(*\1 (setf tension '11th))
(1\3 (setf tension '13th)))))
i (+ i 1)))))

(q•

4/3)

3/2)
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(h

2)

(h+e 5/2)
(h.

3)

(h.. 7/2)
(w 4)

(w+e 9/2)
(w+q 5)
(w+q. 11/2)
(w. 6)

(w.+e 13/2)
(w.. 7)
(dw 8)
(t

duration—label)))

(define-method duration—label ((duration-value number))
(case duration-value
(1/3 'te)
(1/2 'e)
(2/3 'tq)
(1

'q)

(4/3 'q+te)
((1.5 3/2) 'q.)
(2 'h)

(5/2 'h+e)
(3 'h.)
(3.5 'h..)
(4 'w)

(9/2 'w+e)
(5 'w+q)
(11/2 'w+q.)
(6 'w.)

(13/2 'w.+e)
(7 'w..)
(8 'du)
(t 'q)))

(define-method decompose—pitch ((name symbol))
(lets ((i—and-p (get—root name 0))
(i (pop i—and—p)))
(if (eq i (length (string name)))
(list (pop i—and—p) nil)
(list (pop i—and—p) (get—octave—num name i)))))

I
(define-method get—octave—mum ((name symbol) (position number))
(let ((Oct (string (elt (string name) position))))
(dotimes (octave 15)
(when (string oct (format nil "a" octave))
(return octave)))))

H

(define-method note-number-algebra ((note symbol) (number number))
(lets ((list '(c cs d ds e f fs g gs a as b))
(list (append (nthcdr (abs (note—note—algebra 'c note)) list) list))
(number (mod number 12)))
(first (nthcdr number list))))
(define-method

note-note-algebra ((notel symbol) (note2 symbol))

(lets ((ptch—oct—1 (decompose—pitch notel)) (ptchl (pop ptch—oct—1)) (octi (pop ptch—oct—1))
(ptch—oct—2 (decompose-pitch note2)) (ptch2 (pop ptch-oct—2)) (oct2 (pop ptch—oct—2))
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(notes '(c cs d ds e f fs g gs a as b))
(ii 0) (i2 0) (diff))
(dotimes (i (length notes))
(when (eq ptchl (first (nthcdr i notes))) (setf ii i))
(when (eq ptch2 (first (nthcdr i notes))) (setf i2 1)))
(setf diff (— i2 ii))
(if (and octi oct2)
(+ diff (* (— oct2 octi) 12))
(mod (+ diff 12) 12))))

(define—method chord—to—notelist ((ch chord—rich))
(lets ((numbers (remove nil (list ch.thirteenth ch.eleventh ch.nineth
ch.seventh ch.fifth ch.third ch.first)))
(pitch—list nil))
(dolist (el numbers (return pitch—list))
(push (note-number—algebra ch.root el) pitch—list))))

(define-method find—last—note-position ((melody note))
(do (((note note) melody))
((when (empty-set? note.next)) (return note.position))
(setf note note.next)))

(define—method decide—octave ((direction symbol) (prey-pitch symbol)
(prey-octave number) (new—pitch symbol))
(case direction
(up

(if (> (abs (note-note—algebra prey-pitch new—pitch))
(abs (note—note—algebra prey—pitch 'c)))
(+ prey-octave 1)
prey-octave))
(down

(if (> (abs (note-note—algebra prey-pitch new—pitch))
(abs (note-note—algebra prey-pitch 'c)))
prey—octave
(— prey—octave 1)))
(plain prey—octave)))
make—alist counts each element in list and returns an association—list
with the elements as keys and their number of occurrence as values
(define—method make—alist ((list scale))
(let ((alist nil))
(dolist (e list alist)
(push (cons e (count e list :test $'equal)) alist))))

(define—method random—chooser ((items symbol) (probabilities number))
(lets ((r (I (+ 1 (random 10000)) 10000))
(upperbound 0)
(sum (eval (push '+ probabilities))))
(pop probabilities)
(loop

(setf upperbound (+ upperbound (I (first probabilities) sum)))
(when (< r upperbound) (return (first items)))
(pop items)
(pop probabilities))))
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